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MINING SOFTWARE REPOSITORY FOR IMPROVEMENT OF IT
PROJECT MANAGEMENT PROCESS
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b)

Institute of Informatics, Silesian University of Technology
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With the growing number of IT projects and their complexity their deeper analysis became necessary. For this purpose, the historical data on previously completed
projects began to collect – it has enabled projects undergo a detailed analysis, which
allowed the efficient implementation of projects and allowed in advance to detect
the potential problems. Thus a new area of research, Mining Software Repository
(MSR), was born. Research in the field of MSR brings very promising results. The
increasing importance of research for gaining the tools to support the process of collecting and analyzing the data related to software development is observed. The data
from version control systems, bug tracking systems and issue tracking systems is the
most popular. This paper presents the existing MSR tools carries out its analysis and
describes the weaknesses of each individual solutions.
Keywords: software mining, software analytics, MSR tools

1. Introduction
With the growing number of IT projects and their complexity their deeper
analysis became necessary. Number of data collected by project management systems, bug tracking systems, issue tracking systems and similar, has become too big
to analyze it them by team managers, project managers or architects. It became
necessary to create tools that supported the decisions taken by the managers and

detect dependencies that are not visible at first glance. With the need to meet these
needs a new field of research: Mining Software Repository (MSR) was established.
Mining Software Repository is a field of software engineering which focuses
on retrieving software development related data and extract knowledge about the
software from this data. Software development related data is widely understood.
It can be a history of issue from issue tracking system or feature requirement document. All this data is collecting and the knowledge is extracting from it using
statistical or data mining techniques.
The first stage of any MSR research is to select the project data, from which
metrics about the IT project will be extracted. After selecting the data, it is necessary to download it. It can be done: manually, using a written script or automatically using MSR tool, if it supports the selected project data. The final step is to calculate the metrics that will evaluate the project and, if necessary, make the necessary
amendments in the places indicated by the metrics. The calculation of metrics, like
downloading project data can be done: using a written script or tool, if it supports
selected metrics. Metrics can be presented in the form of a numerical value, a percentage or using one or multi-dimensional graph, depending on how the metric is
complex.
MSR research is the source of many interesting information about IT projects
[13], e.g. gives an answer to the question which problems the modern code review
can fix [19], allow to determine the impact of code review coverage for software
quality [18] and to understand how students develop the software [17]. Obtaining
such information allows to detect the weaknesses and bottlenecks in the project,
which elimination will help to improve the software quality and the management
process of IT project.
This paper presents the MSR tools existing on a market, the information
which kind of data these tools need and the role of these tools in improvement of
IT project management process. Section 2 presents what kind of data is interest for
MSR area researches and from which sources we can deliver it. Section 3 describes
what information can be extracted from the project data and how to use this information to improve the management process of IT project. Section 4 deals with
MSR tools, divided into four categories: on-demand data sets, tools to collect and
analyze one type of source data, tools to collect and analyze multi type of source
data, tools to support MSR tools development. Section 5 presents the architecture
for MSR tools, which main goal is unified internal workflow of MSR tools to help
the developers to join the developing MSR tools by unified internal structure of all
MSR tools.
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2. What data is interesting for MSR researches?
The projects data is the most important for MSR researches. Through the
related data we mean all data generated during the IT project. The data the most
frequently used by the MSR tools includes:
a) Source code (C#, Java, Python) – easily accessible type of project data,
written in plain text. It can be used without having to use an external
API or translators. Each IT project of software development includes
this type of project data.
b) Version Control Systems (Git, SVN) – software for managing multiple
versions of files and helps people work together with the same files
[14]. In most cases, this software is used for managing the versions of
source code, but can be used to hold any type of files, e.g.
documentation or requirements.
c) Bug tracking systems (Bugzilla, Redmine) – software for storing and
managing bugs found in the software. It allows to report the bugs,
gives them priorities, changes their status and closed them after fixed
by developer.
d) Issue tracking systems (JIRA, Asana) – computer software package
that manages and maintains the lists of issues [21]. In IT projects by
issue understand all the tasks performed during the IT project:
implementation of functionality, reviewing the code, reviewing the
documentation, preparation of test scenarios or preparation of
equipment.
The above-described data sources are not the only ones that can be used. Data
sources can include design documentation, timesheets or even salary of the
employees. In fact, the researcher decides which data can show interesting
properties.
The next section presents what information can be extracted from the project
data and how to use this information to improve the management process of IT
project.
3. MSR role in improvement of management process of IT projects
For each type of project data, the managers can extract a lot of information
which can help them to improve the management process of IT projects.
This section presents what information can be extracted from the project data and
how managers can use it to improve the management process of IT project.
A lot of interesting information about the language in which the code is
written and the person who wrote it can be extracted from the source code. Finding
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the least used language statements can allow the creator of the language to verify
that the language statement is needed in the language or it can be removed. One of
example of such type research is paper where authors check how new features
based on Java generics are introduced, championed or ignored [16]. Interesting
information that can be extracted from the source code would be also the average
number of lines of code per file, depending on its priority. It can be a correlation
between the priority of task and the number of lines of code needed to implement
it. If yes, it allows better to estimate the time needed for the task according to its
priority. The average number of lines of code per file can be also compared with
the number of bugs existing in the file. It may be possible that with a certain or less
number of lines of code bugs occur rare, while exceeding this number of lines can
cause a sharp increase of occurring the bugs.
Another data source from which we can be extract the information that will
allow to improve the management process of IT project is version control systems.
From the these systems, we can get for example the average number of changed
lines of code needed for fixing the bug depending on its priority. This information
allows project managers to predict the time needed to fix all existing bugs and if
necessary warning about project delay. Information about number of written lines
of code per developer correlated with the information about number of bugs
assigned to each developer can give the answer for the question “If more line of
codes means better code?” The average number of changed lines of code per single
commit can give the information how big a single commit should be to decrease
the chance of bug occur. The ten largest single commits can show potential
malicious behavior. Maybe someone pushed false code. Impact analysis of change
requests on source code based on interaction and commit histories [15] is very
interesting information which can be extracted from version control systems.
From the issue tracking systems we can extract the average duration of issue
depending on its priority. This average duration can be used to predict the
timeframe for the next project. The number of open/in progress/closed issues/bugs
in the selected time period gives project manager the information about possible
delay especially if he can compare this with similar time period for the historical
projects. Similarly, the growth of reported bugs in the given period of application
development compared to the similar period for previous version can gives project
manager the information that finishes the project on time is in danger.
The last data source discussed in this section is bug tracking systems.
Information extracted from this data source can be interesting especially for testers.
The number of bugs for each feature can allow the tester to better choose the
features that may be more prone to bugs and focus on it during testing phase.
The total number of bugs in the project by priority shows the maturity of the
software. The further phase of software development, the software should contain
less critical bugs. If not, then this is a warning for testers that perhaps software
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should not be release. Mean time to fix the bug, depending on its priority, can be
used by project manager to calculate time necessary to fixed all bugs. If this time is
greater than the time remaining to release the software then it may be a warning for
the project manager that he should increase the number of testers, delay release or
decide which errors will be fixed after the release.
Data sources described in this section can provide the managers a lot of useful
information that can significantly improve the management process of IT projects.
The next section presents the tools which provide such type of information based
on project data provided by the user.
4. Mining Software Repository tools
There are many applications supporting research in the field of Mining Software Repository. They differ in the type of supported data and offered features.
This section presents different types of tools, their advantages and disadvantages,
as well as examples of tools available on the market.
For researchers who do not have their own project data, and would like to test
their hypothesis on real data, the good choice is data sets shared by other researchers. These data sets contain data from open source projects that can be downloaded
to disk and then used to calculate metrics and confirm or reject the hypotheses.
Using data sets allows bypassing “API restrictions” and starting right from the data
analysis. Examples of data sets are: OpenHub [2], GHTorrent [6, 7, 8] and GitHub
Archive [9].
GHTorrent is a project of scalable offline mirror of data offered through the
Github REST API. It releases the data as downloadable archives. For each event
from Github public event time line GHTorrent retrieves its content and stores: raw
JSON response to a MongoDB database, while extracted structure in MySQL database. GHTorrent is a huge data set (around 4TB of compressed JSON data stores in
MongoDB and more than 1.5 billion rows of extracted metadata in MySQL) contains data about all projects since 2012. It is an open source project which uses its
own model for data storage [6, 7, 8].
Open Hub (formerly Ohloh.net) is a public directory of free and open source
software. It offers search services for discovering and analytics methods to compare open source code and projects. OpenHub index over 21,000,000,000 lines of
open source code. It provides the reports about composition and activity of project
code by connecting to project source code repositories and analyze code’s history.
Currently it contains information about around 345 000 projects [2].
GitHub Archive is a web project which goal is recording GitHub timeline,
archive and share it for further analysis. GitHub events are aggregated as hourly
archives. GitHub Archive provides its resources in two ways: via HTTP request as
an archive contains JSON encoded data or via public dataset on Google BigQuery
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with access by arbitrary SQL-like queries. Using Google BigQuery is restricted by
1 TB of data processed per month free of charge [9].
To summarize, the data sets are a great solution for researchers who do not
have their own data, and would like to start the MSR research. The summary of the
advantages and disadvantages of data sets is as follows:
a) advantages:
• huge data sets: 345000 projects (OpenHub), 4TB of data (GHTorrent),
• on-demand data sets without API restrictions,
• no need to write a tool to retrieve the data – focus on data analysis,
• open source license: full (GitHub Archive, GHTorrent) or partly
(OpenHub),
b) disadvantages:
• one type of project data: CVS (GitHub, e.g. GHTorrent, GitHubArchive; SVN, Git, Mercurial, e.g. OpenHub),
• predetermined data structure and the type of database: GitHub Archive, GHTorrent, OpenHub,
• metrics (need to develop by own (GitHub Archive), only offered by
tool (OpenHub), both own and offered by too (GHTorrent).
If the researcher already has project data and would like to carry out MSR research
on it, he can take advantage of tools for collecting and analyzing project data.
These tools are the most complex tools that exist on the market. They allow collect
different type of project data from multiple projects and using it calculates
very complex metrics. Examples of tools for collecting and analyzing project data
are: BuCo Reporter [12], Candoia [11], OSSMeter [5, 10], Bitergia [1] and
SmartShark [11].
BuCo Reporter is an easy to use, extensible standalone application written in
Java that analyses relevant project data such as commits, committers, source code
and bugs, and provides useful reports about the project evolution history [13].
Data from project commits are using to calculate metrics for version control systems such as Historical Commit Distribution, Average Lines per Commit, Average
Commits over a time period and many more. From bug reports BuCo calculate
metrics such as Average Bug Correction Time and Rate of Unresolved Bugs.
Generally BuCo Reporter enables software practitioners to easily combine information from both Version Control and Bug Tracking systems [12].
OSSMeter is a platform to support decision makers in the process of discovering and monitoring the health, quality and activity of open-source project.
To achieve this it computes the quality indicators by performing analysis of information coming from different sources such as project metadata, source code repositories or bug tracking systems. OSSMeter is available under open source license
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and support analyzing the existing OSS projects from platforms such as SourceForge, Google Code, GitHub, Mozilla and Apache [5, 10].
Candoia is a platform to support development of MSR programs. It is for
MSR tools as Android for mobile applications. Researcher can build MSR programs, without worrying about access to project data such as bugs or source code.
He can use also Candoia application store which allow download programs created
by other researchers and share with others their own applications. Candoia offers
ready to use abstractions for popular MSR artifacts e.g. VCS or bug. Researcher
can perform all tasks via web interface [11].
Bitergia is open source software to analyze project data. The application
through the web interface provides an overview about whole project ecosystem
(e.g. code review and management, documentation processes). The biggest advantages of Bitergia are provided reports: KPIs, benchmarking between projects,
quantitative studies, maturity level analysis, good\bad practices of cooperation
during software development. Bitergia supports almost 30 types of project data [1].
SmartShark is a general-purpose platform for supporting MSR research.
It supports a variety of data. Architecture of SmartShark allows the researcher to
reduce the tasks to two tasks: select a project from which the data will be analyzed,
write analysis program. This allows the researcher to focus on the analysis. ETL
process is responsible for preparing the data for the analysis. The result of its action
is saved to MongoDB. Analysis program must base on Apache Spark. Programs
are executed on the Hadoop cluster, where they can access the MongoDB.
The researcher communicates with the platform via this web based interface [11].
To summarize, the tools for collecting and analyzing project data are very
complex. They allow researchers to extract the knowledge from project data and
focus only on analyses of data, not on infrastructure problems. The summary of the
advantages and disadvantages of this type of tools is as follows:
a) advantages:
• support various types of project data: BuCo Reporter supports SVN,
Jira, Bugzilla; OSSMeter supports SVN, Git, Bugzilla, BitBucket,
Jira, Redmine, SourceForge; Bitergia supports almost 30 types of project data; Candoia supports GitHub, Jira, Bugzilla,
• open source license: BuCo Reporter, OSSMeter, Candoia, Bitergia,
• ability to define the data format: yes for OSSMeter, BuCoReporter
and no for Candoia, Bitergia,
b) disadvantages:
• metrics only offered by tool but the huge number of them: BuCo
Reporter, OSSMeter, Candoia, Bitergia,
• ability to use data from multiple projects: no for Candoia, BuCo
Reporter and yes for OSSMeter, Bitergia.
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Sometimes researchers do not want or cannot use the tools available on the
market. Then one way to solve such problem is to create own tool. Tools supporting MSR tools development can help in creation of own tools. These tools contain
special data structures for the most popular project data types as well as methods to
access and write the project data which significantly shorts the time required to
create the own tool. Examples of tools to support MSR tools development are Boa
[3, 4] and TA-RE [20].
Boa is a domain specific language and infrastructure which goal is to make
ease the testing MSR hypothesis [3, 4]. Boa reduces programming efforts providing several domain-specific types for mining software repositories. Each type provides several attributes that can be thought of as read-only fields and improves the
scalability of programs by running it on Boa infrastructure which use Map Reduce
and manages the details of downloading the projects data. It offers the web-based
interface for submitting programs, compiling them, running in the cluster and
providing an output from these programs [3, 4].
TA-RE corpus consists of an exchange language capable of making the sharing and reusing data as simple as possible and extracts data from software repositories that will allow the researchers to reproduce and benchmark their experiments
[20]. Main goal of this solution is to encourage the researchers to share their extracted data via TA-RE repository. TA-RE anonymizes the extracted data by separate source code and the description of changes in the exchange language [20].
To summarize, the tools supporting MSR tools development may help the researchers to develop their own tools and allow the researchers focusing on the
business logic without worry about technical details. The summary of the advantages and disadvantages of this type of tools is as follows:
a) advantages
• making sharing and reusing data simple (Boa, TA-RE),
• easy to learn – high level of abstraction (Boa, TA-RE),
• scalable (BOA),
b) disadvantages
• need to write MSR tool by own (Boa, TA-RE),
• support only for source code (BOA).
The next section describes the unified architecture for MSR tools which we use for
development of MSR tools.
5. Unified architecture for MSR tools
The main reason, which was behind the creation of unified architecture for
MSR tools, is to standardize the operation of MSR tools. Currently, the existing
tools often offer the same functionality, but their architectures and workflows are
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very different. This causes the difficulties in learning new tools, as well as the need
to explore every new MSR tool. Unified architecture lets the researchers easily
learn new MSR tools and focus as more on functionality than on understanding
tool architecture, as MVC pattern makes easy learn new tool based on MVC, if
someone previously using another tool based on MVC. The architecture does not
impose a programming language and way of implementation of components.
It describes only the flow of data in the system and the role of system components
(Fig. 2).
Our architecture consists of four main modules and databases in which data
and calculated metrics are stored. Researcher in the sub-module Mapper from Core
module defines how to save the data from data source to the database table. Figure
1 shows an example of sub-module Mapper definition, where the researcher has
defined that the field created from Jira issue will be saved to the table bug as a
column created.

Figure 1. Definitions from mapper sub-module

Architecture involves the use of Object-relational mapping (ORM) technique
to communicate with the database. For this reason, it is necessary to define the data
models that will be used by ORM. The definitions of data models are made in the
module Data Models. The data models used to store project data are located in the
sub-module Data sources models, while the data models for calculated metrics are
located in the sub-module Metrics Models. It provides the transparency and logical
separation of two different types of models.
Sub-module Validator is used to check the compatibility between the definitions defined in module Data models and definitions defined in sub-module Mapper from Core module. In case of detection of non-compliance definitions, the submodule Validator will suspend the application until the correction of noncompliance.
To download the project data from the sources the sub-modules are included
in module Data Crawlers. It includes the sub-modules, each responsible for obtaining data from a single source (e.g. Jira, GitLab or Redmine). Sub-modules use the
data contained in the sub-module Configuration from the module Core to authenticate with the API and to determine which data is to be collected. Data collected by
the sub-modules of Data Crawlers module is sent to the sub-module Translator
from the module Core. Sub-module Translator converts the data according to the
definitions in sub-module Mapper and then sends it to the sub-module ORM that
saves the converted data into the database as defined in sub-module Mapper.
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The sub-module ORM obtains from sub-module Configuration the data needed to
connect to the database.

Figure 2. Definitions from mapper sub-module
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The sub-modules located in module Metrics Extractor provide calculation of
metrics. They use sub-module ORM from the module Core to load the data and
then calculate the metrics. Each type of metrics is logically one sub-module which
ensures the transparency and makes easier to find the interesting metrics.
The discussed architecture has many advantages that allow to create complex
MSR tools: ability to choose which data should be saved, ability to define the format of recorded data, specialized modules and sub-modules with a clearly defined
scope of activities.
6. Conclusion
Today IT projects are very complex and have many non-obvious connections
between the individual elements. Managers find increasingly difficult to make project decisions based only on their knowledge and experience. MSR tools can assist
in the effective management of IT projects. These tools allow the analyzing thousands of data to detect non-obvious dependences and predict the occurrence of
events in the project, such as delays in the project or the number of reported bugs
in a week.
There are many very different tools that can be used depending on the needs.
Tools presented in the paper can be used to start the MSR researches. The researcher can use existing data sets to test his predictions on real data. If the researcher uses only one type of data, e.g. source code, he can take the advantage of
MSR tools that work with one type of data. If he wants to use multiple sources of
data he can use MSR tools which support multiple data types. There are also available on the market the frameworks to accelerate the development of MSR tools.
The unified architecture can be an attempt to standardize the development of
MSR tools. The use of a common architecture for all creators of tools will allow
their users to easily learn the new tools and researchers who would like to develop
the existing tools used for the development team.
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The main aim of this article is to present the form of organization cooperation
which is the Shared Services Centre (SSC), discussing its adaptation in the public
sector and drawing up a list of benefits of cooperation of public administration at
various levels within such an entity.
Keywords: Shared Services Centre, Contracting Authority, Shared Orders, Public
Procurement Law

1. Introduction
The idea of conducting activities with the aid of the shared services centre appeared in the United States. The first American companies which incorporated it in
mid 80ies of the 20th century were: Ford, General Electric and Baxter Healthcare.
In the 90ies of the 20th century also European companies, including Intel, Whirlpool and Allergen reached for it [3].
In Poland the first shared services centres arose at the beginning of the 21st
century, with the highest investment wave falling to the period after Poland’s accession to the European Union (UE).
Poland’s assets indicated by foreign investors who form the SSC are: convenient geographical situation, perfect economic conditions for the investment, lower
− as compared to Western Europe – labour costs, and access to well educated and
highly qualified staff knowing foreign languages [8].

In the report drawn up by Tholons 2015 Top 100 Outsourcing Destinations,
Cracow is ranked first in Europe as the best localization for outsourcing projects.
The ranking includes also Warsaw (30th place in the world) and Wrocław (62nd
place in the world) [16].
The services which were most frequently provided by the shared services centres in Poland are accounting services (80%). Other services include also corporate
management services and staff management services [11, 12].
The studies of ABSL (Association of Business Services Leaders) refer to
characteristics and trends of the modern business services sector including the activities of the SSC, companies providing services of business process outsourcing
(BPO) and IT outsourcing (ITO), as well as research and development centres
(R&D). The studies of 2014 indicate that in the area of Central and Eastern Europe
countries 44% of all shared services centres are located in Poland. These data translated then into 165 shared services centres employing in total approx. 44,1 thousand people [25].
The latest report of ABSL (published in 2016 [26]) indicates that 34%
(the greatest part) of employment in the sector of modern business services are
generated by SSC, followed by IT centres, outsourcing centres and R&D centres
(the centres of the type of contact centres acting for external clients were included
into the BPO category; defined as IT centres were the subjects providing outsourcing services of IT solutions, including the maintenance of systems, applications,
infrastructure, technical support and/or those creating and selling or implementing
the software for external clients). Some centres are servicing both the parent company and external clients (hybrid model of service provision). However, within the
report no separate mixed type of BPO-SSC centres was separated but individual
subjects were assigned to the basic types (BPO, SSC, ITO, R&D), taking into account the predominant profile of their activities.
It is worth noting that the employment structure divided into centres types is
significantly different when considering the Polish centres and foreign centres.
The most visible difference is a very low share of employment in Polish companies’ shared services centres, which results from the method of choosing the companies for analyses. After all, the ABSL research comprised only the entities
providing services in foreign languages. Thereby excluded were all centres which
provide services only in Polish for the companies in Poland. Consequently, the
share of the Polish shared services centres in the employment structure refers to the
entities providing services in foreign languages for the foreign branches of Polish
companies. We should mention several dozen Polish shared services centres working in Polish for parent companies in Poland. These are often entities of big Polish
enterprises, such as: Tauron, Poczta Polska, PZU, Enea, Grupa Azoty, Energa etc.
It has been estimated that about a dozen thousand people were employed in such
entities. Furthermore, a high share of employment in IT centres was noted, which
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resulted from a high number of parent IT companies rendering services which are
covered by ABSL studies.
Altogether in Poland in the first quarter of 2016 there were as many as 936
business services centres (Polish and foreign ones) employing 212 thousand people. Considering the hitherto development of the branch it has been estimated that
in 2020 the service centres in Poland will employ at least 300 thousand people.
Within almost six hundred companies which have their service centres in Poland there are 73 investors from the list of The Fortune 2015 Global 500 [14] employing 64 thousand employees in 123 service centres (30% of employment in the
sector). The first hundred of the mentioned list contains 21 investors present in
Poland, employing 29 thousand employees in 40 service centres.
The potential of using the shared services centres to generate savings was noticed by the authorities of many countries. The leading countries in the shared services centres organization in the public sector of Europe include: Great Britain,
Ireland, Sweden and Norway. Outside Europe, the leaders are: USA, Australia,
New Zealand and Singapore.
For example in 2014 in England 257 local self-governments were functioning
in the shared services centre in England, and the savings resulting from their activities are estimated to reach 357 million GBP [9].
As early as in 2005 in the United Kingdom governmental strategy relating to
changes in the public sector the following sentence was written: „A new Shared
Services approach is needed to release efficiencies across the system and support
delivery more focussed on customer needs” [6].
Management is conducted differently in offices than in private companies,
therefore it was not easy to introduce cooperation within SSCs in public administration units in Poland. Such cooperation is most common in the finances sector,
though it is also popular in transport and communication services.
Public administration is functioning in a dispersed structure and needs for its
functioning the delegations contained in legal acts, whereas the decision-making
process and management vary among particular levels.
Within administration there is no (at least in theory) assumed competitiveness
element, and cooperation between its entities is based on principles different than
those in non-public organizations.
Furthermore, we should not forget that public administration is located in the
public procurement system (determined by the Public procurement law [19] and
EU directives), which imposes on them the obligation to spend public means pursuant to mandatory legal regulations.
SSCs are formed as separate entities and they should not be identified with
centralization or outsourcing. The entities which were transferred to the SSCs are
not liquidated. The difference between outsourcing and SSC is that within the SSC
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the tasks are not commissioned outside; they are accomplished in a new deliberately set up entity within the structures and control of their founder.
In Poland the SSCs are functioning both at the central and self-governmental
level. In governmental administration from 1 January 2011 there has been a Shared
Services Centre at the Ministry Cabinet President’s Office. This budgetary economy institution arose from transformation – through general succession – of the
Centre of Servicing the Ministry Cabinet President’s Office (by virtue of the public
finances Act [17], Decree of the Ministry Cabinet on the way and terms of transformation of auxiliary subjects of the State budgetary units into budgetary economy institutions [10] and Management related to the foundation of budgetary economy institution – Shared Services Centre by transforming of the auxiliary subject
and conferring the statute – with amendments [24]).
The Shared Services Centre at the Ministry Cabinet President’s Office
(MCPO) is otherwise referred to as the Central Contracting Authority and accounts
for conducting shared or central public procurements, accomplishment of public
tasks within services and supplies, construction supplies, ongoing servicing of the
MCPO and entities transformed within the Ministry of Digitalization, as well as
printing services for governmental institutions, comprehensive automotive services
within servicing of various cars, organization of training courses, conferences,
integrative events and individual recreation.
The idea of shared action within the SSC finally found also a favourable response at the self-governmental level. The act of 25 June 2015 about amendment of
the act on municipal self-government and certain other acts ([20] consolidated text
of the Official Journal of Laws of 2016 item 446) enacted on the 1st of January
2016 allows to form SSCs for joint administrative, financial and organizational
services for territorial self-governmental units (tsgu). The SSCs are functioning in
Poland, at self-governmental level, as educational economic and administrative
teams and municipal companies.
Therefore, following the mentioned amendment, the SSC will replace the
units so far formed by virtue of regulations of the following acts:
- act of 7 September 1991 about the educational system (it regulated schools services; [21]),
- act of 4 February 2011 about the care of children aged up to 3 years (services for
nurseries and clubs for children; [18]),
- act of 9 June 2011 about supporting of foster families and system (services for
care and educational institutions and daily support facilities; [22]).
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2. Shared Service Centres in central administration
The Central Contracting Authority institution has been functioning in the
Polish law since 2006, however formally this entity was indicated by Prime Minister Donald Tusk as late as in March 2011.
Since 2008 the SSC at the MCPO has conducted four shared procedures
amounting to approx. 53 million PLN the finalization of which showed savings of
23 million PLN.
An example of a spectacular shared procurement of 2008 was the purchase of
the mobile communications services for 47 State administration units and performing approx. 5500 connections. Owing to shared procedure only 7 of 29 million
PLN was paid at the time.
For example in 2012 the Social Insurance Company (ZUS) launched the Telephone Services Centre which provides services for various groups of the Social
Insurance Company’s customers all over the country, including payers, insured
people and pensioners. The Telephone Services Centre has been functioning within
the ZUS Branch organizational structure in Siedlce at two localizations: Mińsk
Mazowiecki and Węgrów. Implementation of telephone services by placing them
in one unit allowed to increase the quality of imparted telephone advice and relieving the ZUS employees in territorial entities [23].
On the other hand in 2015 the SSC within the MCPO accomplished the shared
order for 12 institutions for the provision of licences, updating and subscription of
Microsoft products. With such a large order (the total gross value of the order
reached approx. 45 million PLN) the 23.5% discount was offered for the licence of
MPSA (Microsoft Products and Services Agreement) and 15% for MEA
(Microsoft Enterprise Agreement) [1].
Accomplishment of shared services by public administration authorities
brought some savings. The mobile communications services contracted in result of
the procedures conducted by the Shared Services Centre for the years 2012 – 2015
for 600 governmental administration units yielded over 60% of savings as compared to estimated value of the order. Another procedure which referred to the provision of electrical power for the years 2013 – 2018 to 100 public administration
entities yielded 45% of savings in relation to the assumed budget [13]. Before 2015
the Shared Services Centre carried out many other procedures, including tenders
for the purchase of paper for administration, DKV cards, and delivering the correspondence for over 100 institutions, including ministries and central offices.
3. Shared Services Centres in self-governmental administration
Amendment of the act on municipal self-government [19] sanctioned legally
the self-governments’ earlier ideas for projects. An example of this type of cooper-
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ation is the Association of the Wisłoka Catchment Area (focussing 22 geographically clustered municipalities belonging to three different counties situated in two
voivodeships), conducting jointly the water-supply-and-sewage investments.
The value of the projects so far implemented by the Association exceeds 340 million PLN, and the mentioned amendment allowed the municipalities to formalize
the existing cooperation [1].
Before the 1st of January 2016 each tsgu had to have its own financial plan,
its accounting policy, its main accountant, and it had to conduct independently its
staff management.
For self-governmental administration offices particularly attractive is the use
of shared economic and administrative services for schools and educational institutions (over 46% of all municipalities formed educational services units) and they
employ e.g. one chief accountant managing the finances in the children’s nurseries,
kindergartens and schools.
Another important area of SSC activities is that of purchases and investments.
Tsgus have already formed many shopping groups which exhibit quite different
structures and different scope of activities. The risk of collective purchase of electrical power, gas and coal for boiler houses or telecommunication services is quite
low. Coordination of the demand decreases the unit price of purchased goods or
services, whereas the shared accomplishment of purchase allows to reduce the
costs of its accomplishment and prevent ineffectiveness.
SSCs play an increasing part in the entities’ IT infrastructure management.
An interesting case is the Municipality Office in Lublin which presently conducts
a project which standardizes and centralizes the IT infrastructure management at
schools, including computer rooms. The project involves 11 thousand computers
on which the software is standardized, the configuration is unified in functional and
administrative respect, besides uniform standards and protection means are developed, as well as the procedures of management and access to the Internet.
Within the IT management the Lublin Municipality Office is an operator of
a large network of monitoring and a great number of access points to the Internet,
due to which it managed to enable repair procedures standardization.
Transformation of the Wrocław Information Technology Services Centre
(ITSC) into SSC should be an inspiration for other self-governmental administration entities. The ITSC in Wrocław was founded in January 2014 by transformation
of the Municipality’s Department of Information Technology into an independent
budgetary unit. That change was enforced by a high position achieved by that
Department in the Wrocław Municipality Office’s structure after implementation
of good ITIL practices and after having obtained the British Standards Institution’s
accreditation and the ISO 20000 certificate, as the first public institution in Poland.
Following the transfer of all municipal entities to the ITSC, its main tasks apart from the Wrocław Municipality Office’s IT servicing, supervision of educa-
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tional projects and Intelligent Transport System – comprise the construction, operation and supply of telecommunication infrastructure as well as the provision of
various types of IT services.

No
1.

2.

3.

4.

Table 1. Areas of activity within SSC in public administration
AREAS OF SSC ACTIVITIES
DESCRIPTION OF ACTIVITIES
Shared economic and administrative
Elimination of independent part-time
servicing of schools and educational
employment of the chief accountant in
facilities
every facility
Purchase and investments (collectively In group purchase it is easiest to achieve
bought are among other: electrical
a consensus for shared action of many
power, gas, coal for boiler house, teleinstitutions, because the risk is low and
communication services)
benefits are multiple (lower costs of
shared purchase)
IT management
Construction of IT infrastructure based
on defined standards significantly decreases investment costs of information
systems and maintenance e.g. of data
bases; licences for IT solutions, software development services, support for
users, and telecommunication services
Human resources management
Continuous increase in competencies of
SSC specialists; better use of employees
from several units; increased availability
of computer scientists; specialist training courses; uniform development concept
Source: own preparation on the basis of [1, 2, 7]

In July 2016 the Wrocław ITSC was transformed into SSC and its competencies were extended to include, among other, possible standardization of the purchase of IT solutions; besides the Municipal Resources Management and Municipal Units Servicing Management were consolidated within it.
Consolidation and unification of IT services in all municipal units brought the
following notable advantages:
- improvement of the units’ activities,
- increased quality of provided services (defined catalogue of provided IT services
– both business-related and internal ones; systematization of services provided
directly to the client through unification of the entries included in SLA agreements and business services cards as well as standardization of the time devoted
to a given service),
- improvement of the data protective measures,
- savings resulting from the shared settlement of accounts with contractors,
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- success in Open Data projects,
- extension of MAN network,
- awarded title of the „Computer Science Leader 2016”,
- development of Wrocław Municipality strategy in the areas of computer science
and telecommunications,
- modernization of the program: Integrated System of Wrocław Education Management (including Exchange post, electronic register, educational platform, enrolment system on all education levels, notice board and „Public Information
Bulletin” for all education facilities”; [2]).
The main areas of public administration units under consolidation within SSC are
presented in Table 1.
4. Advantages of the SSCs functioning in public administration
Cooperation within the SSC performs well both in private and public sector.
The shared services centres are usually formed by corporations from the United States, which constitutes 52% of investment projects in this field. India is the
main location where new SSCs are functioning and new ones still arise. The country in which the highest increase was noted in transferring of activities to the SSC
is Germany, exhibiting the average annual increase of 46% (according to data from
January 2003 – February 2012, [5]).
The research on Shared Service Centre (SSC) – Enabling your business for
success carried out by Ernst & Young (published in 2015; [4]) showed that over
80% of multinational corporations created their own SSC. The appearance and
intensification of the functioning of this form of activity was significantly affected
by the development of new information and communication technologies (ICT)
due to which accomplishment of many processes was possible without the need for
direct contact between the service provider and receiver.
Positive experiences from the functioning of SSC in business area encouraged
also public administration to create them.
The discerned profits of activities within the SSC are presented in Table 2.
Shared accomplishment of orders by public administration bodies yields high
savings, e.g.:
1) during 2011-2015 the SSC at MCPO successfully performed 19 orders of the
total value reaching approx. 746 million PLN, gaining thereby approx. 155
million PLN savings;
2) in 2016 within SSC at MCPO accomplishment of six orders and supplies was
planned (cars, lorries, office articles, paper, personal computers, tablets, IT accessories and office fittings for the total amount of approx. 90 million PLN) for
64 institutions.
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Table 2. List of advantages of activities within SSC
No
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

ADVANTAGES OF COOPERATION IN SSC
Easier, faster and cheaper achievement of what is more difficult, slow and more
expensive for a single organization (decrease in unit costs)
Higher effectiveness of supplies and services
Development of standards (standardization of infrastructure and services)
Facilitated control
Better transparency of processes
Centralization of administrative functions
Employment of specialist staff
Increase in the quality of services and improvement of their availability
Shared information services due to the use of modern ICT
Improvement of data protection systems, especially personal data
Source: own preparation on the basis of [1, 2, 7]

5. Conclusion
Statutory requirements (before the 1st of January 2016; [19]) generated specific costs which could have been lower due to scale benefits and better use of resources.
Most predestined for consolidation within SSC are the areas supporting the
basic activity of self-governmental units, such as: finances and accountancy, staff
and remunerations and administrative issues.
The potential inherent in cooperation within the SSC is significant. With time
the SSCs will surely appear in other areas, including those which presently are not
associated with cooperation of this type. This will bring savings but will also enforce new standards in management and will surely make self-governments’ internal organization more flexible. They will have to delegate more frequently the
tasks to private entities and to the third sector.
The success achieved if only by the SSC in Wrocław proves that the idea of
creating SSC yields significant benefits to public administration units. Perhaps the
mentioned examples will inspire their managing offices to courageously consolidate the services they provide, because the resultant positive changes are multidirectional.
Presumably it is the SSC concept that will become one of the most important
trends of the present and approaching decade in the public services sector.
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Today the vast majority of resources are available in digital form. Publications
frequently are related to topics not set out in the title or even summary. In this paper
we presented and discussed examples of methods of finding the common topic of a
publication in the field of agriculture with the use of AGROVOC dictionary.
The focus is on publications in the Polish language, and the possibilities of the use
of the semantics defined in the multi-language thesaurus AGROVOC. First indexing
tools, especially Agrotagger, which is useful for documents in the field of
agriculture, are presented, and also the test results of Agrotagger are discussed. Next
the semantic technologies implemented in the AGROVOC thesaurus are discussed.
In the final part, we described the design and implementation of a system, based on
Polish language dictionary and AGROVOC. Additionally some tests of
implemented system are discussed.
Keywords: indexing, thesaurus, the Semantic Web, knowledge management

1. Introduction
Information technology has enabled both acquiring and storing data more than
ever in the past. Nowadays, technological capabilities are increasing and make informational resources to grow faster every year. Direct analysis of such a large
amount of information is not possible by traditional methods like reading. Fortunately today informational resources are in digital form and it is possible to search
and analyze them with modern software tools. Analysis of numeric and text re-

sources is not an easy task, because they don't have a specific structure. Of course,
much of the data is now stored in relational databases in which both the structure
and query language are well defined. However, the number of poorly structured
resources is definitely greater than the structured. Currently, most resources are
Web pages available in HTML format. Therefore indexing of such resources is
very important and can in a significant way speed up the searching. Some publications like scientific publications can be indexed easier, because they define the
keywords, but keywords not common for other types of publications. For Internet
pages we have, among others, the microdata format, part of HTML5 standard that
allows to store basic information about the publication. Developers of search engines, like Google, support this initiative focused on the most common search
terms on the Internet like: movies, concerts, etc. Automatic indexation is used by
popular search engines, but results of the search engines, in general, are not enough
for many purposes. It is necessary to construct indexers dedicated for a particular
field, for example agriculture and life sciences.
Process of describing informational resources needs the correct set of keywords connected with the particular field. The source of such carefully selected
sets of words and phrases of words can be controlled vocabularies, which are used
to tag units of information. There are many forms of such vocabularies. One of
them is taxonomy. Taxonomy is defined as a tree structure of concepts. More advanced is thesaurus. Thesaurus, a set of semantically and hierarchically related
terms, traditionally understood as a collection of synonyms. Most advanced is ontology a formal representation of a certain branches of knowledge, which consists
of the record collections of concepts and relationships between them, which can be
used as a basis for inference about the properties of these ontology concepts [4].
Mentioned above microdata format uses simple ontology which is available on the
portal schema.org. Unfortunately this ontology, prepared in English only, does not
include the concepts associated with agriculture. Listed types of controlled vocabularies allow indexing at different levels of semantic. It should be noted that idea of
Semantic Web is connected with description of the online resource at the semantic
level. Many techniques of making semantically resource descriptions were presented in the work [4].
The subject of our interest is automatic indexing of text resources in Polish
language in the domain of agriculture at the semantic level, based on the
AGROVOC thesaurus. The aim of the paper is to analyze examples of methods of
finding the common topic of a publication in the field of agriculture, and to present
indexing tool for text documents in Polish in agriculture domain based on
AGROVOC dictionary. In the rest of the paper firstly selected indexing tools,
among them Agrotagger tool prepared by FAO, are presented. Then techniques for
semantic description used in AGROVOC are discussed. In the next part some in-
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dexing issues connected with languages that have an extensive inflexion, like
Polish language, are discussed. Finally prototype system for indexing documents in
agriculture domain in Polish language is described and tests of this system are presented.
2. Text indexation tools
Automatic text processing is one of oldest subject of computer science, and especially automatic indexing of documents is one of the areas of it. Growing data
resources, particularly on the Internet, resulted that need for automatic indexing has
grown. In particular, indexing in a given context is very important in the field of
knowledge management. In knowledge management big role plays predefined set
of concepts connected with particular domain, like agriculture. Thanks to it, the
indexing system can select and rang documents in accordance with the user requests. We have to note that there are many commercial general purpose solutions
such as Key Phrase Extractor business service Sematext, AlchemyAPI or Dandelion by Spaziodati. Academic projects mainly use non-commercial solutions such as
http://labs.translated.net/terminology-extraction/ or http://texlexan.sourceforge.net/,
but in general, they are good only for English language. Unfortunately none of
these tools is dedicated to the issues connected with agriculture. There are systems
which support multiple languages; good example is Thomson Reuters Open Calais
service. This service supports English, French and Spanish and, according to owner, offers the easiest and most accurate way to tag the people, places, companies,
facts, and events. Service is free for small text documents with limited features.
It is very effective system for financial deals especially for listed companies on
Stock Exchange, but issues related to agriculture are absent. Open Calais uses Calais Semantic Tagging Ontology for the OneCalais service. This ontology is published and available while the specific algorithms are the company secrets.
Although this service is a good example of a semantic service based on ontology.
In the field of agriculture and natural sciences, the most interesting indexer is
Agrotagger [1]. Agrotagger is FAO initiative, which for keyword extraction uses
AGROVOC thesaurus [2]. Agrotagger was implemented in few pilot versions described in [5]. Two of them were most important and available as online services:
first based on Keyword Extraction Engine a reduced subset of AGROVOC
(http://agropedialabs.iitk.ac.in:8080/agroTagger), and second using the Maui indexing framework (http://maui-indexer.appspot.com/). The use was free, but implementation details, especially algorithms, have not been explained. Unfortunately, now both systems are not available and it is not known whether they will be
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started again. Currently, the only available version of the Agrotagger is a computer
program written in Java available as command line application, which code can be
accessed at GitHub. This application is based on the Maui, which uses software
Weka which allows machine learning. Now the only available version of Agrotagger is based on 780 publications, tagged by specialists with AGROVOC concepts,
on which the indexer has been trained. As a result indexer basically indexes after
some subset of terms from AGROVOC connected with mentioned 780 publications. To compare the command line Agrotagger with previously available services, there was performed test on the same texts as described in [5]. Text 1 is
about history of potatoes and generally about varieties of potatoes. Text 2 is generally about potatoes their composition of the chemical elements and nutritional
properties and about countries with biggest production of potatoes. Text 3 is a
“Guidelines for Preventing and Managing Insecticide Resistance in Aphids on Potatoes”. Text 4 is about seed potatoes from Great Britain. The results of the study,
compared with previous tests, are presented in the table 1.
Table 1. Comparing IITK, Maui and Agrotagger 780 indexing
Text 1

Text 2

Text 3

Text 4

IITK
potatoes, organisms, processing, world, cooking
methods, processed animal products, varieties,
species,
tracheophyta,
brewing
potatoes, world, processing,
geographical
regions,
productivity,
diseases, cooking methods, metallic elements,
planting, crops
hexapoda,
potatoes,
crops, insecticides, mace,
productivity,
tracheophyta, pests, species,
biopesticides
plant production, potatoes, world, propagation
materials, diseases, varieties, socioeconomic development, crops, planting, tracheophyta

Maui with AGROVOC
Food crops, Vegetables,
Food supply, Solanum
tuberosum,
Solanum,
USA, Developing countries, Varieties, Perennials, Foods
Livestock,
Potatoes,
Vegetables, High water,
North America, Developing
countries,
Asia,
Sweet potatoes, Diet,
South America
Crops,
Horticulture,
Pests, Risk analysis,
Species,
Insecticides,
Aphidoidea,
Control
methods, Cereals, Potatoes
Seed, Crops, Health,
Varieties, Seed potatoes,
Industry,
Developing
countries, Horticulture,
Quality assurance, Potatoes
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Agrotagger base 780
Cooking, Developing
countries,
species
(taxa), Species, Varieties, Potatoes, Productivity, products, Production, Crops
Cooking, Developing
countries,
Potatoes,
Productivity, products,
Production,
Crops,
Crop (bird), species
(taxa), Species
Seed, Seeds, Sowing
seeding (sugar), United
Kingdom,
species
(taxa), Species, Potatoes,
Productivity,
products
Seed, Seeds, seeding
(sugar), Sowing, Varieties, Potatoes
Products, Crops, Crop
(bird), United Kingdom

Common concepts selected by two services and command line application, are
written in bold font in the table 1. Conclusion is the following: most of the selected
keywords are different. From the results we can see that generally no semantic possibilities of the AGROVOC were used. Only IIKT service used one semantic relationship by adding the broader concepts (i.e. tracheophyta).

3. Semantic technologies in AGROVOC
One of our goals is to utilize semantic relations in AGROVOC to increase the
accuracy of finding keywords. In the current section, we will present technologies
that allow the use of semantic. AGROVOC is a controlled vocabulary covering all
areas of interest of the Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO) of the United
Nations, including food, nutrition, agriculture, fisheries, forestry, environment etc.
It is published by FAO and edited by a community of experts. AGROVOC consists
of over 32,000 concepts available in 27 languages, among them is Polish [2].
AGROVOC is used by researchers, librarians and information managers for indexing, retrieving and organizing data in agricultural information systems and Web
pages. AGROVOC is organized as thesaurus. AGROVOC previously was available in many formats: as a text file or even relational database, currently it is available as an SKOS concept scheme.
We will now briefly describe the underlying AGROVOC technologies. As we
mentioned earlier thesauri organize concepts as synonyms, broader and narrower
terms identifying the relationships and dependencies between them. To ensure accuracy appropriate national and international standards were defined. Older thesauri standards like ISO 2788 and NISO Z39.19 - 2005 apply to terms rather than concepts. They use the equivalence relations USE and UF (used for), additionally three
types of link are used to semantically relate terms: BT (broader term) and NT (narrower term) express that a term’s meaning is more general than another’s. RT
(related term) is used when a non-hierarchical associative link holds between
meanings, which can be useful for applications which exploit the thesaurus [3].
ISO 25964 is the newest international standard for thesauri, in which is more attention on the concepts not only on terms. Concepts are indexing in a given context,
and label each of them with a preferred term. The main types of relationship between the concepts and between the terms are: equivalence (between synonyms
and near-synonyms), hierarchical (between broader and narrower concepts) and
associative (between concepts that are closely related in some non-hierarchical
way). Nowadays, in the Internet era, the biggest popularity gain standards, based
on XML, developed by W3C. SKOS (Simple Knowledge Organization System) is
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an XML standard and more precisely is RDF/XML application. RDF (Resource
Description Framework) is described as “language for defining structured web
based ontologies which will provide richer integration and interoperability of data
among descriptive communities”. RDF document stores triples: subject–predicate–
object and has the form of a directed graph. We have to note that there are many
possible RDF notations, but currently RDF/XML is the basic. SKOS, as we mentioned, is built upon RDF and is representation intended to define thesauri and controlled vocabularies using the RDF/XML notation analogously to ISO 2788, NISO
Z39.19 and ISO 25964. The SKOS metamodel is broadly compatible with the data
model of ISO 25964 and intends to allow easy migration of thesauri defined by
standards such as ISO 25964. SKOS provides three properties to attach labels to
conceptual resources: prefLabel, altLabel and hiddenLabel. Semantic relations in
SKOS play an important role for defining concepts. There are three standard properties for relations: broader, narrower and related. SKOS provides several properties that map concepts between different concept schemes there are: exactMatch,
closeMatch broadMatch, narrowMatch and relatedMatch. Moreover SKOS makes
it possible to define meaningful groupings or “collections” of concepts. Additionally SKOS has specific properties, broaderTransitive and narrowerTransitive, because not always broader relation is transitive. It is easy to create additional properties and classes and attach them to the standard SKOS vocabulary elements by using the subPropertyOf and subClassOf properties from the RDF Schema vocabulary, because SKOS is based on RDF. AGROVOC, thanks to SKOS, allows to describe quite rich semantic, but that's not all. AGROVOC uses additionally agrontology specific vocabulary of relations. Agrontology relations (properties) are
grouped into very powerful hierarchies. Property hasRelatedConcept has subproperties CausativeRelationships, QuantitativeRelationship, TaxonomicRelationship.
For example CausativeRelationship has subsequence subproperties: actsUpon, affects, benefitsFrom and so on. There are properties intended to label relations for
example such property hasSynonym has subproperties: hasBroaderSynonym, hasLocalName, hasNarrowerSynonym, hasNearSynonym, hasOldName, hasScientificName,
hasTradeName,
hasCommercialName,
isLocalNameOf,
isTradeNameOf, isOldNameOf, isDeprecatedNameFor, scientificNameOf (Figure
1). As we can see the semantics contained in AGROVOC is rich and the possibilities of subtle differentiation are large.
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Figure 1. Agrontology label hasSynonym
Source: own preparation with Protégé editor

4. Indexing system in Polish
Although the AGROVOC is a multilingual thesaurus, Agrotagger analyzes only concepts from the English version. Because the indexation process is performed
only in English, current form of Agrotagger is useful only for publication in the
English language. The prototype indexing system relevant to texts in Polish was
created and its functionality was described in [5]. Indexing system in Polish is
based on database of words with inflected forms from open-source dictionary of
Polish language (www.sjp.pl) and full version of AGROVOC. Prototype was designed in client-server architecture, AGROVOC thesaurus is accessed through Web
Service, Polish Language Dictionary is used as local copy. System is a continuation
of the application described in [6]. To take advantage of the semantic abilities of
AGROVOC in addition to the stemming also was added analysis of semantic relations. The algorithm is as follows:
• As a first step we perform searching for the words (including the inflectional
analysis of words), candidates for keywords, and we verify as to the presence
of candidates in the AGROVOC thesaurus.
• In the second step we are looking for “related” concepts in the analyzed text.
Currently “related” means such properties as related, prefLabel, altLabel,
broader and isPartOf label.
• In the third step, the results of “related” concepts are added to the results obtained in the first step.
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To compare the results with the previous version of the indexer the same six
publications tested in [5] have been selected and indexed. The selected publications
in Polish are from Agricultural Engineering Journal (Inżynieria Rolnicza - IR), and
are related to the cultivation and processing of maize. “Text A” is “Information
system for acquiring data on geometry of agricultural products exemplified by a
corn kernel” (Jerzy Weres: „Informatyczny system pozyskiwania danych o geometrii produktów rolniczych na przykładzie ziarniaka kukurydzy”. IR 2010 Nr 7);
“Text B” is “Assessment of the operation quality of the corn cobs and seeds processing line” (Jerzy Bieniek, Jolanta Zawada, Franciszek Molendowski, Piotr Komarnicki, Krzysztof Kwietniak: „Ocena jakości pracy linii technologicznejdo
obróbki kolb i ziarna kukurydzy”. IR 2013 Nr 4); “Text C” is “Methodological aspects of measuring hardness of maize caryopsis” (Gabriel Czachor, Jerzy
Bohdziewicz: „Metodologiczne aspekty pomiaru twardości ziarniaka kukurydzy”.
IR 2013 Nr 4); “Text D” is “Evaluation of results of irrigation applied to grain
maze” (Stanisław Dudek, Jacek Żarski: „Ocena efektów zastosowania nawadniania
w uprawie kukurydzy na ziarno”. IR 2005 Nr 3); “Text E” is “Extra corn grain
shredding and particle breaking up as a method used to improve quality of cut
green forage” (Aleksander Lisowski, Krzysztof Kostyra: „Dodatkowe rozdrabnianie ziaren i rozrywanie cząstek kukurydzy sposobem na poprawienie jakości
pociętej zielonki”. IR 2008 Nr 9); and “Text F” is “ Comparative assessment of
sugar corn grain acquisition for food purposes using cut off and threshing methods”
(Mariusz Szymanek: „Ocena porównawcza pozyskiwania ziarna kukurydzy
cukrowej na cele spożywcze metodą odcinania i omłotu”. IR 2009 Nr 8).
The results of the test is presented in Table 2 – Table 7. The measure is the frequency of word for simple extractions and word and “related” concepts for extraction with semantic support.
Table 2. Text A Comparing keywords, extracted keywords and Agrovoc keywords
extracted Agrovoc keywords
produkt
ziarniak
kukurydza
model
inżynieria
metoda

13%
9%
5%
4%
4%
3%
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extracted Agrovoc keywords with
semantic support
13%
10%
5%
4%
4%
6%

Table 3. Text B Comparing keywords, extracted keywords and Agrovoc keywords
extracted Agrovoc keywords
ziarno
kukurydza
odmiana
jakość
praca
wilgotność

18%
10%
9%
6%
6%
4%

extracted Agrovoc keywords with
semantic support
23%
10%
10%
8%
8%
6%

Table 4. Text C Comparing keywords, extracted keywords and Agrovoc keywords
extracted Agrovoc keywords
twardość
pomiar
ziarniak
czas
metoda
głębokość

20%
13%
11%
11%
3%
3%

extracted Agrovoc keywords with
semantic support
22%
14%
11%
11%
5%
4%

Table 5. Text D Comparing keywords, extracted keywords and Agrovoc keywords
extracted Agrovoc keywords
kukurydza
ziarno
odmiana
Polska
roślina
temperatura

16%
13%
7%
4%
3%
2%

extracted Agrovoc keywords with
semantic support
16%
15%
8%
4%
3%
2%

Table 6. Text E Comparing keywords, extracted keywords and Agrovoc keywords
extracted Agrovoc keywords
ziarno
kukurydza
długość
łopatka
roślina
sieczkarnia

18%
16%
10%
10%
9%
8%
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extracted Agrovoc keywords with
semantic support
18%
16%
10%
10%
9%
9%

Table 7. Text F Comparing keywords, extracted keywords and Agrovoc keywords
extracted Agrovoc keywords
ziarno
kukurydza
jakość
odmiana
metoda
masa

36%
14%
9%
8%
6%
5%

extracted Agrovoc keywords with
semantic support
37%
14%
11%
8%
9%
5%

We have, not big but significant, improvement of results. Additionally we can
see that it is necessary to take into account not only nouns but the verbs and adjectives, more specifically phrases. Currently AGROVOC contains some phrases,
right now in our system phrases are divided into separate words.
5. Conclusions and future work
Agrotagger, tool for indexing documents in the field of agriculture, was implemented by Food and Agriculture Organization, as a part of Agricultural Information Management Standards initiative. Agrotagger is designed only for the English language, although the AGROVOC is a multilingual thesaurus. In addition, the
current version is limited to a subset of the keywords from a set of 780 documents.
Agrotagger does not make use of semantic relationships available in the
AGROVOC thesaurus. In this paper we presented indexing tool for text documents
in Polish in agriculture domain based on AGROVOC. Agrotagger in the current
version does not take into account the rich semantic relations contained in the
AGROVOC, the indexing system in Polish uses selected semantic relations from
the thesaurus and allows more precise classification. The tests of indexing system
show that the results are promising. Currently indexing system takes on the case of
publications in text format, the next step should be to enable direct action on documents in doc and pdf format and, above all, on the web pages.
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ENTERPRISE ACTIVITIES MODELING BY BPMN NOTATION
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Depending on the process behavior, available know-how and organizational
goals, different techniques and tools can be used for business process modeling.
We concentrate on e-commerce, and try to find the best marketing strategy for the
sales process improvement. In the paper we present the multilayer approach to
define enterprise scenarios. This allows us to collect the suitable knowledge
necessary for enterprise analysis and improvement. Moreover, we use BPMN
notation to formalize this approach and show its capability for the concrete example
of an e-shop.
Keywords: process modeling, enterprise activities, BPMN notation and analysis,
development strategy improvement

1. Enterprise as key element of development strategy implementation
To make progress in national development, suitable development strategy
should be defined, prepared and consequently realized. Each such strategy consists
of many different programs showing main development goals and directions (see
Fig.1). One such program is called Program Operacyjny Polska Cyfrowa (POPC),
which consists of three subprograms:
• Internet development,
• e-services design,
• digital skills improvement.

Figure 1. The role of enterprises in the development strategy

To implement the program and suitable subprograms, government
organizations prepare special call proposals for project propositions.
All propositions are detailed, prepared in a standard way, and are evaluated by
reviewers; the best ones are accepted for realization. Such competitions allows the
selection of the most important propositions, and increase chances for their reliable
implementation. Particular project contains one or more well-defined activities
called enterprise activities. Each such activity takes into account three aspects
(see Fig. 2):
1. Predictable tasks/activities for the enterprise realization.
2. Organization, or a human team, for its realization.
3. Intra- and inter-legal, technical and organizational conditions.
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Figure 2. Three aspects of an enterprise realization

To achieve innovative solutions, information technology (IT) should be
largely used to support implementation of each enterprise. Due to this, many
activities design projects can be transformed into e-activities. In consequence,
a chosen enterprise related to such activities is converted into electronic enterprise.
The representative example of such changes is the transformation of a traditional
shop into an e-shop. The POPC stimulate these kinds of transformations.
The digitalization degree (dd) can be expressed by the following formula:
dd =

the number of electronic enterprise activities (e - services)
the number of all enterprise activities (services)

(1)

In many cases different activities of the considered enterprise can be
implemented either as services or e-services. If the number of e-services increases,
the dd value also increases. This only a necessary condition to improve the whole
enterprise. Besides, it is important to achieve the main goals of the considered
enterprise. It means that all services must be well chosen to enterprise activities.
It determines the sufficient conditions for enterprise improvements. To illustrate it,
we consider an improvement to e-shop activities.

2. Knowledge discovery for enterprise understanding
In general, a business enterprise [6] consists of many human activities
supported by different IT software. To get knowledge about these processes we
should monitor human behaviour, and some computer actions. Fig. 3 shows five
layers of elements of different approaches to create suitable enterprise scenarios.
Firstly, we should monitor the majority of activities (communication, calculations
and data acquisition) to discover knowledge about the analysed enterprise.
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Secondly, based on this, we define and design (if they are not available) some
services (including e-services) to design enterprise scenarios.

Figure 3. Layered organization to create enterprise scenario

In Smart Organizations [4] such procedures are much easier to implement.
One of the sources of data is e-mail and SMS supporting communication among
members of enterprise teams. Another is devices installed in the area of team
activities. Currently, a favourable solution is IoT (Internet of Things) technology.
It allows you to determine many content parameters referring to the time, place of
localisation, and other conditions impacting on organization behaviour. Extra
monitoring systems of special procedures analysing software behaviour can gather
data from some intra-organisation and inter-environment. The collected data are
the base to discover some rules referring to team activities. Additionally, we can
determine what kind of functionality is needed, and what level of quality is
required. Based on this knowledge, the proposition of different services can be
determined, such a set of services allows you to build scenarios of enterprise
activities. In Fig. 4 an example of such a scenario is given, where we can
distinguish human and computer activities.
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Figure 4. Idea of an enterprise scenario

In the case of an e-shop [2], the accumulated knowledge enables the
improvement of product sales, and determines its strengths and weaknesses. Such
an approach allows recognition of the history of sales of the selected product,
current customer preferences, and consider the important (from client point of
view) attributes of the product. These characteristics impact on product price, but
also allow to improve the positioning of the product on the website, or to prepare a
promotion product on the popular portals, and also propose new proposition
purchase, which combines the simultaneous sale of two or more products. Analysis
of these different variants of proposition of selling improvements are not simple,
because they need exact knowledge about customers and the market. This example
underlines once again how it is important to gather different types of data, even for
such a not too complex enterprise. Obviously, it is possible to use other more
classical approaches, which usually require the work, for solution of this problem,
of a number of experts. The IT support significantly reduces the number of
engaged human resources in such an improvement process.

3. Design of enterprise scenario
The considered e-shop, where its main functions are shown in Fig.5. We can
distinguish four main activities:
1. Recommendation of the suitable shop for a client.
2. Product promotion.
3. E-payment for the product.
4. Logistics of the product.
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Figure 5. Scenario of e-trade realization

Different types of IT tools and platforms are able to collect extensive
information about products and customers. Such scenarios, as shop
recommendations, may be implemented as an internet service, but the promotion of
products requires more human activities. In turn, the charge for the product is a
typical e-banking service, but of the pointed-out products, logistics needs again
relevant human activities. Our main goal is to improve the selling process, and
express it by a suitable improvement scenario.
The scenario we define using BPMN (Business Process Model and Notation).
The BPMN approach [1] allows one to present enterprise activities in graphical
form. The main elements in such a proposed model are called lanes, which define
the services name by which they act (e.g. the tasks in the project). The lanes can
also represent the IT services. The model contains various types of symbols where
circles present an initial, intermediate, or final event. Activities are defined by
rectangles, and gates by rhomboids. The arrows in turn indicate the flow of data
(sequence flow). A diagram of the model representing product sales improvements
is shown in Fig. 6, it has been realized by using the IBM Process Designer tool.
The tool is available at the Centre of Excellence (CD) NIWA [3] operating in the
computing cloud at the Academic Computer Centre in Gdansk (CI TASK).
E-services supporting the entire process were marked in a grey color.
List of activities presented in the model (Fig. 6) describes Table 1.
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Figure 6. An example of enterprise scenario written in BPMN
Table 1. Product analysis steps
No.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

Activities
Discover the existing problem in the e-shop e.g. excess of stock
Make inventory for specific products having some problems
Make marketing analysis for this product e.g. for mobile phone product No. 00X
Identify relevant attributes of product No. 00X
Recognize customer preference choosing the product No. 00X
Keep history of selling a product No. 00X
Provide the results of a comparative analysis of alternative products
Prepare of marketing strategy for the product No. 00X
Reduce price of product No. 00X
Improve the positioning of the product on the e-shop website, product No. 00X
Advertise product No. 00X on the popular entertainment portal
Make promotion, referring to the purchase of the product No. 00X, extra
accessories to the product
Present obtained results
Select the best strategy by the shop manager
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The proposed approach can be used to analyse the behaviour of the
improvement enterprise for different product and existing market conditions. In the
case of an e-shop it is possible to consider several previously discussed approaches.
Assuming that the available knowledge follows from the following information:
users interests, reference to purchases of the competition, the popularity of the
products concerned, effectiveness of the marketing (ranking position on a page
describing the product) and appropriate sale recommendations of groups of
products. Considering the above possible strategies will improve levels of product
sales.

4. Analysis of BPMN improvement enterprise
The presented scenario (Fig. 6) starts with the e-shop employee, who signals
the problem of products excessing storage. He thus wants to get wider information
about the current status of the products in the storage. In this case, mobile phones
are taken into account due to the knowledge base, e-shop information processing
system is able to send information about particular phone models, and their current
inventory levels. The employee receives the desired information an e-service, and
on this information base selects the mobile phone models, from further analysis.
The chosen characteristics of the product are compared to alternative products
existing in the market. The analysis considers three categories of characteristics:
1. Relevant product attributes - price, warranty, possible service, position of
the product on the e-shop website, kind of advertising or promotion.
2. Customer preferences – impact of product marketing on user decision to
visit that shop. Frequency of e-shop visits, the most frequently chosen
products (product sets).
3. Sales history - monthly sales performance of the given product.
The system automatically presents the results of a comparative study of the
particular category of the products. Based on this, the e-shop manager will be able
to prepare new sales strategies increasing the popularity of the product among
customers, and increase the rate of sales. In the presented model (Fig. 6), the
manager decided to prepare four different types of sales strategies: price reduction,
improving the positioning of the product on the shop website, advertising it an
entertainment portal, and increased promotion of purchasing. For each of these
strategies the model is analysed to evaluate the profitability of these strategies.
The expected increase in both the number of customers visiting the e-shop, and the
estimated sales rate are predicted. The BPMN tools [5] allows you to make
simulation scenarios, and point-out the most efficient strategy.
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Table 2. Results of the analyzed strategy
The
number
of
possible
strategy

Product
price

Estimated
the mean
number
of
product
selling

Estimated
the mean
product
monthly sale
volume

Current
product
sale
volume

Increase
of sales
rate

Current the
mean
number of
clients visits
on the
product
website

The mean
number of
clients
visits on
the
product
website

Increase of
the number
of clients
visits on
product
website

1

750 pln

45

33 750 pln

25 600 pln

31%

603

1130

87%

2

800 pln

51

40 800 pln

25 600 pln

59%

603

1262

109%

3

800 pln

40

32 000 pln

25 600 pln

25%

603

985

63%

4

800 pln

37

29 600 pln

25 600 pln

16%

603

920

52%

The result of analysis are shown in Table 2. The strategy number 2 in this case
is the most promising. It means that improving the position of the product on the
e-shop website will bring the greatest benefits. In consequence, the popularity of
the product among clients can increases, and monthly sale rate will increase about
60 %.

5. Conclusions
We present universal approaches to modelling different scenarios for the
enterprise activities. It was highlighted that it is acceptable only in case of existing
and adequate knowledge regarding to the market state, e-shop activities and client
behavior. Gathering this type of knowledge, it is more likely that traditional
projects will be transformed into some e-projects. The construction of enterprise
scenarios requires the creation of appropriate IT services. At the present stage of
system development it is important to build knowledge bases, which is a big
challenge not only for functional reasons, but also because of the legislation
(confidentiality issue). The proper construction of the knowledge base, and its
correct contents, impact on the quality design of appropriate scenarios. Moreover,
the further analysis of such scenario is possible, and proper advice on the best
marketing strategy can be done. This approach is most real in the so-called Smart
Organizations, where collection of required knowledge is easy to obtain. Then,
using a BPMN analyzer we are able to trace different possible marketing strategies,
and analyze the more suitable market conditions for improving the sales rate of
some products. However, for practical use, further improvement of the proposed
method is required. Additionally, new kinds of e-services supporting such analysis
should be developed and interpreted with the BPMN tool.
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USING FREQUENT PATTERN MINING ALGORITHMS
IN TEXT ANALYSIS
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In text mining, effectiveness of methods depends on document representations.
The ones based on frequent word sequences are used in such tasks as categorization,
clustering and topic modelling. In the paper a comparison of different algorithms for
finding frequent word sequences is presented. There are considered techniques
dedicated for market basket analysis such as GSP and PrefixSpan as well as a
method based on a suffix array. The investigated techniques are compared with the
new approach of searching maximum frequent word sequences in document sets.
Performance of the algorithms is examined taking into account execution times for
the considered test collections.
Keywords: GSP, SuffixArray, PrefixSpan, N-Gram, frequent sequence

1. Introduction
Nowadays text document analysis became a very important part of
information retrieval process. One of the main issue connected with this task
concerns the choice of document representation. As one of the most popular, there
should be mentioned a bag-of-words representation, which was used in such
algorithms as Rocchio [1], BM25 [2] or SVM [3]. However, there are several
disadvantages of these techniques. The first one concerns polysemy property,
which is connected with multi meanings of the same word. The next one is related
to synonymy where multiple words have the same meaning [4]. To avoid arising
problems, phrases instead of words may be used. Phrases seem to be more

intuitive, less ambiguous and more discriminative. However, on the other hand
phrases have low frequency and some of them are redundant and meaningless.
To recognize meaning of phrases in the text a complete set of information
about all their subsequences together with information concerning their
connections may be useful. Therefore, the structure in the form of graph, with
frequent sequences represented by nodes can be used for text representation
building. Such structure for a single n-gram node is presented in Fig. 1. Each node
holds information about words in a sequence and positions of each appearance of
this sequence. Additionally, references to shorter subsequences are stored. On the
other side, there are used two lists with references to longer sequences. The first list
holds links to all sequences that start with the considered sequence and the second
one contains references to sequences which end with this sequence.
In the paper algorithms for finding frequent sequences of words are examined.
There is compared the performance of such algorithms as GSP, PrefixSpan and
SuffixArray as well as of the new approach for finding maximum frequent word
sequences called SequenceJoining. Additionally, the last algorithm enables to build
described above node structure.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In the next section, related
work concerning finding frequent sequences in text documents is depicted. Next,
all the examined algorithms are shortly described. In the following section the
experiments, which aim at comparing the performance of algorithms are presented
and their results are discussed. Finally, some concluding remarks are depicted.
2. Related work
Frequent pattern mining algorithms have been widely used in many real life
problems. Broad review of the techniques and their applications is presented in [5].
Researchers have developed some of the frequent pattern mining algorithms to be
used in text mining area. Garcia-Hernández et al. indicated that main difference
between searching for frequent patterns in texts and in transactions concerns the
ratio of numbers of transactions and attributes. In text mining there may occur a
small number of items with big number of documents, and algorithms based on
finding all possible candidates may not be efficient enough [6]. The authors
proposed the algorithm, that use the pattern-growth strategy which process the
documents in an incremental way. The algorithm produces an array, where each
node holds identifier of a word pair, frequency of the pair and the list of positions
where the pair appears [6].
Zhong et al. introduced a pattern discovery technique, which uses two
processes: pattern deploying and pattern evolving, to refine the discovered patterns
in text documents. The proposed approach allows to overcome the low-frequency
and misinterpretation problems for text mining [4]. An automatic method for
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discovering textual patterns is described in [7]. The method is extended to find
generalized sequences in documents with additional annotations for each word.

Figure 1. Single n-gram node

3. Frequent pattern mining algorithms
In [8] frequent pattern mining algorithm has been used for building frequent
sequences graph in topic modeling approach. For building the required structure of
frequent N-grams the technique based on apriori observation [9] has been
considered. In the current research the performance of methods of finding frequent
sequences has been compared taking into account their applications to topic
modeling. However to achieve that, the structure in the form of graph with frequent
sequences represented by nodes should be built, and hence connections between
parent subsequences and child nodes should be generated. In order to attain this
goal NGramLinking algorithm for frequent sequences is proposed. It is proceeded
in the step following finding sequences.
For the comparison purpose the algorithms, which gather information
concerning frequent sequences and their positions have been chosen. Required
information is further used to add links between sequences. Such approach can be
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applied in frequent itemset mining algorithms: PrefixSpan and GSP; as well as
SuffixArrays dedicated to text datasets. The performance of all the techniques will
be compared to SequenceJoining algorithm, which is designed to use in topic
modeling tasks. All the mentioned algorithms are shortly described in the following
subsections.
3.1. GSP algorithm
The GSP (Generalised Sequential Patterns) algorithm [10] has been designed
for transactional data. The technique discovers generalized sequential patterns in
the form of taxonomy, where each sequence represents a list of transactions and
items are included across all levels of a hierarchy. The pseudocode of the algorithm
is presented in Fig. 2.
In the first step, having a set of k-length sequences, all new candidate
sequences of length k+1 are generated by joining the existing ones. In the second
step the generated set of sequences is pruned and sequences of less than required
support value are removed. The steps are executed till the set of frequent sequences
is empty.
Obtain a sequence in form of <x> as length-1 candidates
find F1 (the set of length-1 sequential patterns), after a unique
scan of database
Let k=1
While Fk is not empty do
- Form Ck+1, the set of length-(k+1) candidates from Fk;
- If Ck+1 is not empty, unique database scan,
find Fk+1 (the set of length(k+1) sequential patterns)
Let k=k+1;
End While

Figure 2. Pseudocode of GSP algorithm [11]

3.2. PrefixSpan algorithm
PrefixSpan (Prefix-Projected Sequential Pattern Mining) algorithm is a
“projection-based, sequential pattern-growth approach for sequential pattern
mining. In this approach, a sequence database is recursively projected into a set of
smaller projected databases, and sequential patterns are grown in each projected
database by exploring only locally frequent fragments” [12].
The algorithm finds the complete set of sequential patterns and reduces the
number of operations necessary to generate a candidate subsequence. As
PrefixSpan based its ordered growth on prefix-ordered expansion, reduced number
of “growth points” is used and projected databases are of smaller sizes. Fig. 3
presents a pseudocode of PrefixSpan algorithm.
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Input: A sequence database S, and the minimum support
threshold min_sup
Output: The complete set of sequential patterns
Method: Call PrefixSpan(‹›, 0, S)
Subroutine PrefixSpan(α, l, S|α)
Parameters: α: a sequential pattern; l the length of α;
S|α: α-projected database, α ≠ ‹›; otherwise,
the sequence database S.
Method:
1. Scan S|α once, find the set of frequent items b such that
(a) b can be assembled to the last element of α to
form a sequential pattern; or
(b) ‹b› can be appended to α to form a sequential
pattern.
2. For each frequent item b , append it to α to form
a sequential pattern α’ , and output α’;
3. For each α’, construct α’-projected database S|α’, and call
PrefixSpan(α’, l+1, S|α’)

Figure 3. PrefixSpan pseudocode [12]

3.3. SuffixArrays algorithm
Suffix Arrays algorithm has been developed for string searching [13]. Main
idea of the algorithm consists in using each word of a document set as a first word
of a sequence. Then all the indicated sequences are organized alphabetically.
In fact, only an array of pointers to first words of each sequences is sorted. Then
sequences are compared and grouped taking into account number of subsequences
of equal prefix. An example of this approach is presented in Fig. 4.

Figure 4. Sequences sorted by SuffixArray
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3.4. SequenceJoining algorithm
SequenceJoining algorithm, similarly to GSP, is based on candidate
generation and their testing approach. However, the proposed algorithm builds data
structure which is a graph of connected nodes representing all frequent sequences.
The algorithm starts by building a reverse bigram index as it is presented in Fig. 5.

Figure 5. Reverted bigram index [14]

All pairs of words are the key for a list of positions. Each position is a number
which indicates the document in the set and the offset of the first word of a bigram.
Sequences of length k + 1 are created by joining two sequences of length k. All
sequences of the length k are stored in a hash map. The keys are built from k − 1
beginning words and are connected to list of n-grams starting with this key. For
each sequence the key from all words except the first one is created. All sequences
from the hash map linked with this key are selected. New N-gram of length k+1 is
created by joining pairs with matching keys. The support is calculated by using
lists of positions of both joined subsequences.
Since the lists are in ascending order, finding positions of consecutive
subsequences can be realized with the complexity of O(m + n) where m and n mean
lengths of respective position lists. In the proposed implementation binary search
on both lists is used alternately. Such approach may significantly increase the
efficiency of the whole algorithm. The complexity depends on the size of the result
set. Only N-grams of satisfying support are selected as frequent. These steps are
repeated for each length until the result is not empty.
After creating a sequence of length k both joined sequences are linked as the
left and right parent. Furthermore the sequence is added as a child to lists of
children in both parent sequences. Thus the required structure in the form of graph
with frequent sequences represented by nodes is built.
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3.5. NGramLinking algorithm
Except SequenceJoining algorithm all the considered ones do not generate
connections between parent subsequences and child nodes. Therefore, after finding
all frequent sequences additional step should be executed. All sequences with the
same length are stored in a hash map. For all the sequences of the length k first and
last subsequences are searched in a previously prepared map. These sequences are
stored as the left and the right parents. The current sequence is added as a child to
both parent sequences. Finally, the expected structure is built.
4. Experiment results
The experiments aimed at comparing the performance of GSP, PrefixSpan,
SuffixArray and FrequenceJoining algorithms taking into account execution time
for different amount of text documents. There were used two document datasets:
• The OHSUMED test collection [15], which contains 20,000 first records of
documents from MEDLINE.
• The 20Newsgroups data set [16] - approximately 20,000 newsgroup
documents.
During experiments there were used implementations of GSP and PrefixSpan
algorithms in SPMF, which is an open-source data mining library written in Java,
dedicated to pattern mining [17]. As original implementations are prepared for
searching patterns of itemsets, the modifications have been done and finally
itemsets were represented by words. The remainder of algorithms were also
implemented in Java software. All the tests were done on PC with a processor
Intel®Core™ i3-540, (4M Cache, 3.06 GHz).
The experiments were carried out for different number of documents taking
into account different required support values. Moreover for each algorithm its
performance was checked on raw as well as preprocessed with stop-list and
stemming data.
PrefixSpan and SuffixArray algorithms had similar run times. Additional step
used by NGramLinking occurred to be insignificant. The proposed
SequenceJoining algorithm was faster for smaller text sets (1,5 million and less
words). Run time of SequenceJoining was significantly reduced for result sets of
smaller sizes. Such a fact took place for higher support thresholds. It means that an
execution time of this algorithm depends on numbers of sequences with the
successive lengths. The same dependence have not been noticed for the other
algorithms. In all the cases, execution time for GSP considerably exceeded run
times of the other algorithms. The results for all the algorithms except GSP and
different parameter values are presented in Fig.6 till 10.
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Figure 6. Execution time for OHSUMED with threshold 20

Figure 7. Execution time for OHSUMED with threshold 50

Figure 8. Run time OHSUMED (threshold 50) without stop-words after stemming
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Figure 9. Run time 20Newsgroups (threshold 50) without stop-words after stemming

Figure 10. Time of execution for 20Newsgroups depending on threshold

5. Concluding remarks
In the paper the performance of frequent pattern mining algorithms GSP,
PrefixSpan, SuffixArray and the new approach SequenceJoining were considered.
In the case of the first three algorithms additional step of building graph structure
has been proposed. Experiments have shown that run time of all the algorithms
except GSP is of similar range. Execution time is reduced for higher support
thresholds, when the result sets are smaller. The SequenceJoining gave the best
results for small document datasets. This feature has not been observed for the
other examined algorithms.
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IT MAIN TRENDS AND CHALLENGES IN THE CORE BUSINESS
AREA OF POLISH RAILWAY COMPANIES
MICHAŁ HENRYK RUDOWSKI
Institute of Computer Science, Warsaw University of Technology

IT has a number of solutions that increase productivity while lowering costs
allowing to improve the effectiveness of business. Using these solutions we can
create new operational and commercial processes, including the relations with the
environment adapting those processes to the needs of customers. Use of these
solutions is a prerequisite for the digital transformation, which allows to obtain
advantage over "old style" companies. The aim of the study is to present the
necessary conditions and the concept of IT development for Polish railways, which
will effectively take advantage of digital transformation for operators and
infrastructure managers. This concept takes into account the needs and possibilities
of public entities operating in Poland. Author pointed out the need for changes in the
field of information technology and organization of railway companies.
Keywords: IT, digital transformation, management of core business, railway, current
challenges

1. Introduction
IT is an essential element of every company. Its quality (functionality,
availability, security) and total cost of ownership (TCO) can significantly influence
the value of business and its competitive advantage. In the digital transformation IT
significantly changes its position. IT is no longer a cost center, but becomes the
main tool of core business. Companies like Amazon, Google, Apple and Facebook
which intensively use information technology have gained a dominant position in

the global economy. Their activities include the sale and delivery of consumer
goods and services (including payments), tourism, hotel, education, organization of
travel, entertainment and other. In their case, we are dealing with a holistic shaping
of operational and trade processes and relations with the environment, taking into
account all the possibilities of digital technologies [3]. Usage of all IT capabilities
is particularly important for companies with a network structure (like infrastructure
management companies, carriers and other enterprises of the railway market).
The aim of this work is to propose the concept of IT development in the
railway, in the light of current trends in IT, new ways of delivering services
designed to meet the challenges faced by IT companies that support the
infrastructure management companies and operators. The implementation of this
concept would help to achieve the stage of Industry 4.0 in railway.
The second chapter presents the main IT challenges in different business areas
which are infrastructure management, freight and passenger service. Also the main
features of the new systems which should be characterized are presented. The third
chapter presents chosen directions of IT technologies, which enable the correct
implementation of these requirements and features. In conclusion, the author
presents the proposed implementation process of the previously described
challenges.
The most important systems implemented in the railway companies in the first
decade of the twenty-first century are described in [6]. In large part these were the
results of the project Operation and Management Information System (OMIS)
launched in the 90s. In [5] are described the most important systems implemented
at the beginning of the second decade of the twenty-first century in the largest
companies and the inconsistency between IT operations and unjustified
differentiation technologies, solutions and service providers. This diversity is
visible in the individual companies, which introduced different technical solutions,
which required different competencies from IT staff. PKP Informatyka’s actions to
eliminate certain IT services for these companies since 2013 were
incomprehensible. They caused reduction of competence and reduced the quality of
service and caused customer problems. System for the sale of tickets is particularly
critical, because there is still no unified ticketing system for different carriers
taking into account the different tariffs and promotions. The lack of such a system
discourages people who consequently decide to use road transport. Worrying is
also planned for mid-2017 resignation of the IT services for PKP Cargo, and
reducing the scope of services for PKP PLK. Carriers and infrastructure
management companies can independently carry out or order IT services (including
using the latest technologies and models of service delivery), but it will not be
economically justified because of the small volume of services. Enterprise-level
selection of the provider also may not provide the security required of the whole
services for the group of companies.
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Table 1 presents the data of PKP Informatyka and Petrosoft.pl for the year
2015 [1]. Petrosoft.pl, is a company that supports Lotos Kolej and a few small
carriers. The company recently completed an interesting system for the logistics
freight.
Table 1. Business results of selected IT companies in 2015 [1]
Company

Position
2015 2014

PKP
Informatyka
Petrosoft.pl

96

73

203 222

Revenues from
IT
[K PLN]
2015

Revenue
growth
[%]

Revenues from sales of IT
services and products 2015
[%]

2014 2015 / 2014 Services Software Hardware

83976 111771

−25

98,0

1,0

17513

+46

28,5

16,8

11983

Financial
result
[K PLN]
2014

2015

1,0 −5639 −6946

331

54,7

2015

Employment

1512

1026

59

PKP Informatyka lost market position, by more than twenty places and
reduced revenues by 25%. The low share of sales of hardware and software
indicates a shortage of competence, as sales of advanced products requires an
appropriate manufacturer certificates. The high share of services shows the
reduction of activity to maintain their own systems and software. In the case of
transfer of the services to the PKP Cargo company, PKP Informatyka's situation
will be worse. Petrosoft.pl shows a dynamic increase (46%), of which a large part
in the sales of hardware and software. This requires competence, and shows that
even on the freight market is possible dynamic growth of IT services and the rise in
the ranking.
The rest of the work identified key challenges and actions needed to
implement the digital transition or transformation of existing IT support for
transport processes in the active development of operational processes and
commercial relations with the environment that will fulfill all the needs of the
business while maintaining security policies with minimal costs [3].
2. Current IT Challenges in Polish Railway Companies
In [6] and [5] the author presents an assessment of IT systems for the
management of the most important railway companies after the first decade of the
twenty-first century. In this article the author refers to the systems of enterprise
management seen as a whole in terms of operational and commercial processes.
The author does not deal with IT solutions closely associated with the rolling stock,
telecommunications, motion control, presentation of passenger information.
Management systems must work with these systems, acting for them as
information source and recipient. This cooperation should be carried out by using
the appropriate Application Programming Interface (API) or Service Oriented
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Architecture (SOA). In the following sections, the author presents the most
important features and functions of new management systems in the individual
business areas.
2.1. Infrastructure and infrastructure management
2.1.1. Creating and managing timetables. The system must include:
- preparing data for the creation of the timetable, including the calculation of
traction for all sections of the line, any different carriers trains with the possibility
of determining driving times, enabling the realization of the necessary operational
activities and minimizing energy consumption for traction
- service orders for access to infrastructure (train paths),
- creation and modification of the timetables based on the current needs, paths
procurement in accordance with the capabilities of the carriers, planning costs of
access to infrastructure
- timetable presentation for infrastructure manager's staff, systems operators, RTO
and for the systems of carriers and their customers,
- presentation of data on infrastructure, timetables and services, taking into account
the spatial location of infrastructure, trains and rail vehicles and points of service,
- sharing of data applications to customers and passengers taking into account the
required access restrictions for the respective user groups,
- record the current operational work and the spatial presentation of the current
traffic situation.
2.1.2. The investment project management at all stages: defining the needs of
the feasibility studies, preparation of documentation and tender procedures, support
of project implementation to the as-built documentation and the acceptance of
infrastructure changes made as a result of project implementation.
2.1.3. Geographic Information System (GIS), including infrastructure and
rolling stock information support and which is a necessary element of the two
systems listed above. GIS offer information about the spatial position with respect
to the linear structure of the railway lines (Line Reference System, LRS) for the
purposes of infrastructure manager and accessible for the carriers and their
customers in read only mode.
PKP PLK systems SKRJ and SILK may constitute the basis for the creation,
development and modernization in terms of 2.1.1 and 2.1.3, while support for the
implementation of investment processes at the largest railway infrastructure
manager in Poland is insufficient. Microsoft EPM with a layer of data storage MS
SQL Server and reporting based on SAP Business Objects BI platform, ETL
(extract-transform-load) process built using SAP Data Services Module were
implemented. The functionality of the system does not include the necessary set of
management information so that it does not complies with all of the assumptions
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and requires expansion and modernization including improved information
exchange with the business environment.
The positive is that the majority of IT systems in PKP PLK is based on the
Intel x86, Microsoft Windows and MS SQL Server. Only system SILK in the field
of GIS technology uses Oracle Database with Spatial Option. This allows the use
of converged infrastructure, used as a standard in the CC service delivery model.
2.2. Freight
2.2.1. Core business management information system covering the topics:
- commercial support for customers, and shipments (offers, contracts acquisition,
calculation of receivables, settlements with customers, foreign infrastructure
managers and carriers),
- operational support and tracking of the implementation of the services with events
registration,
- delivery tracking and information sharing with employees, companies
cooperating in the implementation of transport, customers using of individual
channels of private information for individual entities.
2.2.2 The comprehensive fleet management including records of rail vehicles
(locomotives and wagons) and the operational management of the rolling stock and
operating activities, meeting the requirements RTO in terms of information.
Freight existing systems support operational and commercial processes, but not
shape them comprehensively, to take advantage of all the possibilities of
information technology and to build relationships with the environment.
2.3. Passenger transportation
In terms of passenger traffic the most important challenges facing IT are:
2.3.1 Information system for clients including complete information about
connections, tariffs, current promotions and the current situation in the delivery of
services. It is advisable to link the system with the systems of other carriers to
obtain information about connections with other public and private transport.
2.3.2 Selling tickets and presale system for all carriers between any stations,
regardless of the route and the number of transfers and carriers, whose services will
benefit passengers with the lowest price, taking into account all promotions and
discounts and using any form of payment. It should be a subsystem of system
(2.3.1), since the decision to purchase is the result of information. Due to the
importance and complexity of the task it is presented as a separate challenge. The
operator of the system must be independent from any of the carriers so that funds
ran down regularly and quickly to all carriers participating on the system. The
system should be available to passengers in the mobile version and in full version
for cashiers and conductors. Carriers must be obliged that all of their services are
available through the common system independently of any other sales channels.
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2.3.3 Booking ticket system for all sections where it is necessary or possible.
The system should be a subsystem of the previous one. It can be provided by
another operator. The volume of trains with reservation of seats in Poland is limited
and can be cost-effective use of outsourcing, because the system must support the
reservations in all international connections.
In passenger transportation are required completely new IT solutions covering
the entire market for passenger transport not only the railway.
2.4. The challenges for all IT systems of railway companies
All areas of activity require systems of new generation, giving a new quality
by building relationships with the environment, business process automation and
the use of all innovative technologies. These systems not only have to collect
information about resources, procurement, planned activities and schedules as well
as process and transmit this information to users and other systems, but also use
optimization methods for planning service delivery with minimal total cost of their
implementation. Optimizing the use of all the resources (personnel, rolling stock,
infrastructure, and energy) is necessary due to the competition from other modes of
transport. It is necessary to use solutions from science: math, graph theory and
networks, management science, operations research, optimization theory, artificial
intelligence, and economics. Previous solutions assisted processes, but did not
optimize and shape them. They were not innovative enough to give a competitive
advantage.
New systems need to retrieve information from the environment (customers,
contractors, offices and software) and to implement processes in an automated and
optimized way. The above-described approach to the role of IT in business is the
essence of new solutions.
Other demands, which the author proposes to pay attention to:
2.4.1. Insufficient system integration and automation on of data recognition
and processing. Independent and manual entered data about events into multiple
systems introduce additional costs and potential errors.
2.4.2. Existing systems support various infrastructure facilities, trains or
vehicles which are incompatible with the nature of business and services that are
network. Necessary is the perception of events and processes as occurring in the
network structure. Taking into account topology, spatial location and changes in
time and space is essential.
2.4.3. Process optimization in terms of quality of services and costs. Most
systems used to record events and control the correctness of the process only
marginally supports the planning and decision-making. Cost optimization is
necessary due to the intermodal competition both on the freight and passenger
market. Necessary is intensive cooperation with the world of science and using
more innovative solutions.
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2.4.4. It is necessary to integrate systems due to the nature of the railway
network and sharing infrastructure for various operators. The cooperation of these
entities must be done by systems allowing for the use of win-win solutions
(strategy win-win).
2.4.5. Systems should be created, operated and modified according to the
results of customers’ needs analysis (Big Data) in a manner adapted to their current
preferences.
3. Current IT Trends as a Solution for Challenges
Virtualization and dissemination of broadband Internet access are the main
techniques of Cloud Computing (CC), the fastest growing IT service delivery
model. Services in the cloud are not only consolidated, virtualized, automated,
remote accessed via the Internet, but also self-served and automatically ordered,
implemented, measured and accounted for. Cloud computing is: the availability of
on-demand, self-service as a result of process automation services and
infrastructure management, access to services via the Internet, the pool of resources
available for different services, flexibility and automatic measurement of the
number and volume of services, "pay per use" fees.
Working in the cloud model is not only proceeding in line with the prevailing
trend but an economic necessity [2]. IT departments of enterprises are at
a crossroad. One path leads to agile cloud solutions and mobile applications, which
are the driving force of innovation, development and cost reduction, the second is a
dead end because of the lack of ability to compete. Rail transport competes in
already worse conditions due to the relatively high cost of infrastructure. Incurring
losses due to non-optimal organization of business and IT unjustified costs will
worsen conditions of competition.
An important step to implementing modern data center for cloud computing is
the Software Defined Infrastructure (SDI) including Software Defined Storage and
Software Defined Network. Key features of such data center include intelligent,
self-service, self-conscious, self-optimizing is just scaling up, self-repairing itself.
We have SDI in the cloud model Data Center, and on the user side computer
workstations or mobile devices connected over by broadband Internet to the
services. Mobile Internet enables complete mobility, continuous use of the services
and the constant availability of the mobile personnel. Mobile network services
enable availability of services in the cloud from any location available on the
network regardless of processing location. This is another crucial trend −
"mobility". Mobility is particularly important for the railway industry because of
the nature of the business, which concerns the entire area covered by the service
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and is based on the movement of people, goods and means of transport. The use of
mobile devices, is a way to streamline and optimize business.
Extremely important is to use the possibilities of systems referred to as Big
Data. Big Data techniques allow to obtain information about the various areas of
activity, entities and events from different sources using different data structures or
containing unstructured data from different periods of time. These techniques are
necessary to analyze: customer needs, individual markets, the results of business
activities of all market players and trends of changes on interesting markets.
Another trend is the Internet of Things (IoT). Computers connected to the
Internet manage the objects in which they are installed and collect and transmit
data to other systems or devices. Application of this trend is an opportunity to build
intelligent rolling stock, Intelligent Transport Systems (ITS) and to support staff of
railway companies in the most diverse activities. IoT is a field of the development
of numerous innovations. Without innovation in railway companies it will be
impossible to achieve performance improvements and maintain market share. IoT
helps and it is the perfect support for the recognition of data. IoT is a chance to
receive data fresher, more accurate and with fewer errors.
Another element is the integration of systems and data consistent with Service
Oriented Architecture (SOA). Enterprises use different systems to support their
business. There is the problem of data integration. Organization requires multiple
systems able to cooperate with each other because they need from each other
different information. These expectations meet the Enterprise Service Bus (ESB).
Systems on railway, created from approx. 10 years use ESB solutions of different
vendors. Older systems after modernization involving the creation of the API can
also use this type of solution. Implementation of the chosen solution is needed to
standardize communications between applications. Applications do not have to be
connected directly, because ESB is the medium. The application does not need to
be integrated with all other applications. Application is integrated with the bus in
order to exchange data with other applications. These solutions allow to create a
system compatible with the concept of SOA. Modification, extension, or appending
successive elements of the system require less time and effort because it only
require to integrate new applications with ESB based on any data exchange
protocol. Systems and external applications can also be integrated through the
ESB. ESB is also a way to integrate data between systems stationary and mobile.
IT operations of polish railway companies are not going in the right direction.
For all cases of new IT solutions described in [5] the share of PKP Informatyka as
a service provider decreased. There is therefore no consolidation of services from a
single provider, the lack of standardization and consolidation of services within the
PKP Group. PKP Group companies do not have a significant impact on the service
providers due to dispersal of orders. Even if they were together, they use different
technologies impossible to integrate into a single infrastructure [5]. The high level
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of requirements of the industry reliability, security for of the IT service providers
would be met easier and cheaper by concentrating all the services in one or several
suppliers. Also the formal and legal requirements of services can be easier to
provide and control in subsidiary company.
4. Conclusion
IT systems of all companies require modernization and integration to meet the
needs of business. This is an opportunity to make the digital transition of those
companies for which it provides a chance of survival after complete release of the
railway market. Needed is the modernization and integration systems to various
stakeholders working together in an automated way, being for each other both
clients and the service providers. The main users and beneficiaries of the system
should be customers. Development and dissemination of virtualization techniques
to maintain high availability and performance allows to implement of the majority
of IT systems in a standard, uniform hardware and software. Advantages of the
opportunities offered by consolidation, virtualization, and automation give
significant savings compared to legacy systems. The need for consolidation,
virtualization and unification of information systems in the companies of the PKP
group was recognized many years ago [4], but following actions proceeded too
slowly. Consolidation, virtualization of systems, and automation of maintenance
tasks allows cloud computing, which gives further cost savings by automating
procedures, management systems and self-service. The biggest railway companies
can afford implementation of private cloud. But the realization of one cloud will be
more economical solution, which directly results from The Ten Laws of
Cloudonomics [7]. Smaller companies in group should benefit from the services
specializing in Cloud Computing services provider. IT services for railway
companies should be provided by a single entity. This entity should be dependent
on the authority responsible for the organization of railway transport (eg. The
Ministry of Infrastructure and Construction). To achieve economies of scale and to
maintain the quality of services and market prices of the entity should also provide
IT services to other companies. Modern information systems prepared for safe
sharing of resources by different entities are available. If community, state, industry
or interior legislation require separated infrastructure, the infrastructure for the
relevant companies would be separated within a single data center.
PKP Group, despite the modernization of infrastructure, applications and the
fact that they have a good, innovative solutions, acting in isolation, does not gain a
competitive advantage. The companies incur unreasonable expenses caused by the
lack of standardization, consolidation, smaller range of virtualization, automation
and optimization of service and management. Gaining a competitive advantage
requires the implementation of digital transformation. It is necessary to establish
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a new entity, whose task would be to transform digital business by designing,
implementing and delivering new systems, which offer complex support of the
business processes from the recognizing and analysis of customer needs, by
automatically placing orders, monitoring of the services until the automatic
payment. Implementation of new systems using all the possibilities of digital
technology with the optimization and automation of business processes would
ensure the competitiveness of railway transport. It is necessary to change the
overall relationship with the environment (customers, partners) by adapting to
needs and automating, optimizing and self-service.
Creation of new entity is necessary because, due to technological and
organizational progress, new ICT solutions must be cheaper for customers than the
previous ones, and the entity maintaining existing services will not be materially
interested in changing the price if it can adjust to the costs. So far, this was the
cause of maintaining the old systems in spite of the economic calculus. The new
entity should not take over full support of existing systems with the exception of
network and data center. The mission of the new company, which should function
as a digital company, has a range of activities include the following:
- ICT infrastructure: telecommunications and Internet connections,
- Data Center services including: cloud services (IaaS, PaaS, SaaS), web hosting
and collocation,
- Design and development services - development of new systems according to the
rules and requirements of the digital transformation,
- Implementation services for its own and third-party products.
In the next stage the range of services should be supplemented with full support for
automated and optimized business processes. In this way, a shared service center
(SSC) providing its customers with comprehensive outsourcing services: ICT
services in the field of general activity (finance, accounting, human resources and
payroll) and for the core business - supervision of business processes in the
railway.
The operation of the new entity will therefore optimize service railway
companies and other entities. Such shared services center would ensure the
continuity of services while maintaining performance, the required level of security
of systems and data while maintaining control over the entity responsible for
providing the services. Such a center should also support private operators to the
whole activity while complying with legal standards and requirements of the
industry while keeping the competition rules. As a result, it will be necessary to
maintain the standards, quality of services and prices, which will force the new
entity to periodic modernization, the use of innovative solutions, the acquisition
and maintenance of competence in terms of both infrastructure and applications to
support business processes.
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Implementation of these postulates in the author's opinion will use the
possibilities of modern IT for the development of the railways and for implement
Industry 4.0 in railway. Therefore, the aims of this work have been achieved.
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Technological convergence has had a huge impact on development of automotive industry. Two main concepts related to mobile technology and the Internet of
Things (IoT) in this industry are car connectivity and Internet of Cars (IoC). The article aims to present these two concepts with special emphasis on the characteristics
of people mobility in future cities.
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1. Introduction
The global economy, which is currently characterized by development of mobile and Internet technologies, is in large part composed of the services sector.
A new paradigm appeared: information and communication technologies enable
achievement of the economic and / or social objectives by use of cooperation
methods (including sharing). ICT contribute to the acceleration of economic recovery and the creation of "sustainable digital future" [7].
This paper aims to achieve cognitive objective, which is to present the impact
of technological developments in automotive industry (especially the concepts of
car connectivity and Internet of Cars) on the development of new people mobility
behaviour in cities. The author hypothesizes that technological convergence, present in currently-sold cars and cars of the future significantly contributes and will

contribute to development of new patterns of mobility in cities. The main research
method used in the study is analysis of secondary sources, including literature and
branch studies made by experts in automotive industry.
The article is organized as follows. The first part concerns technological convergence phenomenon and its presence in everyday life of global society. The next
one presents the main trends affecting the development of mobility of people in
cities. The following chapter mentions the concepts of connected car and Internet
of Cars as concepts representing technological convergence. The end of the article
includes conclusions and further research guidelines.
2. Technological convergence
Megatrends are global phenomena that have been developing in the economy
in 30-50 years and affect the strategies development of global corporations. They
relate primarily to social issues that significantly determine changes in the structure
and volume of demand. Among the most frequently described long-term trends in
the global economy may be mentioned: digitization (increasing role of the Internet
in shaping the business and social environment) and mobility (changes in the mobility of people and changes in the patterns of ownership). More and more practitioners and researchers investigate the phenomenon of Industry 4.0, which is characterized by, among others, more efficient use of resources and more flexible production of goods and services [5]. Disruptive technologies that will change the
world in relation to the ubiquitous integration and convergence are e-mobility,
autonomous vehicles and solar energy technologies.
Convergence is defined as the interoperability of new elements of reality, in
particular interpenetration of telecommunication, multimedia and information
technology [21]. It is also a phenomenon of becoming similar to each other by
different technologies and equipment, which were originally performing a totally
distinct roles, and now fulfill similar functions. Technological dimension of convergence is mainly based on digital communication, currently carried out by various media. Technological convergence also has other dimensions - allows to receive the same message or the same medium on various devices, desktop or mobile, at a time convenient for the customer (e.g. on demand videos). Therefore, not
only the differences between different media are blurring, but also between devices
enabling receiving data transfer. Convergence of media means that recipient of
information can receive the same message many times, on many different media
platforms and devices, which is called omnichannel transfer and results in creation
of hyperspace also called hyper-reality. In the coming years, the convergence in the
economy will result in [14]:
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•
•
•

growth of market domination of the Internet, which will become leading medium and a base for other media (mediatization of the Internet),
increasing share of online communities in creation of successful businesses,
increasing number of channels through which the sender of transfer reaches
the recipient.

3. Trends in mobility in future cities
3.1. Future smart cities
According to data from the UN, population living in cities in 2050 is expected
to reach 6.3 billion [24] - it will be almost twice more than in 2011. The number of
mega cities is currently more than thirty and continues to grow. Growing cities in
the coming four decades will absorb not only the whole world population growth,
but also part of the existing rural population. Europe is one of the most urbanized
continents in the world. Over 74% of the EU citizens live in urban areas, a proportion which is expected to grow to 80% by 2030 [6].
Smart cities are innovative areas supported by digital solutions. They are sustainable, digital or connected cities [11] providing high quality of life through use
of intelligent transport systems (ITSs), green buildings and industrial control systems (ICSs). Key elements of these cities are information sharing systems[9] and
use of new generation vehicles to improve mobility of habitants and guests with
use of Internet of Things (IoT) concept[15]. Smart mobility means intelligent and
safe transport with use of smart solutions and is connected with other “smart” categories – smart economy, smart environment, smart governance, smart living, smart
society, smart city etc.
The most important challenge for future city will be mobility development
according to sustainable development principles. This will include: energy-efficient
and low-cost transportation systems, environment-friendly solutions (bicycles
roads, pedestrian areas), dense network of suburban transport, many intermodal
transportation hubs. Mobility infrastructure should be planned in long-term with
taking into account future structure of urban society (e.g. aging society, fastgrowing suburban areas etc.). In some regions, up to 80% of those working in the
city, is living outside the city [24]. The rest of them also sometimes have to come
to the city - they must bring their children to schools and commute to the city to
use services like health, social or cultural services. Pointless is therefore planning
urban mobility, without considering the mobility patterns of people living in
suburban areas.
The main problem of cities is traffic congestion which will be reduced or
eliminated in future smart cities. To solve these problems cities use park&ride
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systems, pay zones or entrance prohibition in city centres and many others, but the
most important motivator should be good public transportation system. Public
transport should be more competitive to private car transport by providing
available transport services, also between cities (a good solution can be high-speed
train transport).
Today cities become network cities. They are growing fast, so locating a large
number of people and businesses in a relatively small area creates significant
management problems. Logistics of the city determines the further process of
opening up cities to diffusion of innovation or functioning of cities in the network.
In urban logistics all the activities should be taken into account that make up the
living cycle of the city in an economic, social and cultural dimension.
A concept of Sustainable Urban Mobility Plans (SUMPs) appeared including
transportation plans (SUTPs) for the future urban mobility. It takes into account
current trends in mobility such as blurring contrast between individual and
collective transport, needs for new mobility solutions, such as dynamic carsharing
and ridesharing, collective taxis, peer-to-peer transport, hitchhiking, shared
vehicles etc. [16]. That is why public and private transport should be redefined.
Repositioning of urban transport systems will be possible only with use of ICT
systems, for example social media, mobility platforms, Shared Mobility Centers
offered in Business-to-Consumer (B2C), Business-to-Business (B2B), Business-toAdministration (B2A) and Consumer-to-Consumer (C2C) channels.
3.2. Automotive market changes related to mobility
There will be three main areas of change in the automotive industry: shifting
markets and revenue pools, changes in mobility behavior and coopetition (cooperation mixed with competition) [23]. Mobility related conditions concern sharing
economy, differences between urban and rural mobility, using autonomous and
electric cars. City habitants will be more willing to buy electric, autonomous car
and rent it when not using a car, for example in work hours, during nights and
weekends. Sharing solutions will be popular model of ownership in cities, in contrast to rural areas, where traditional model of ownership will dominate. Generally
10% cars sold in 2030 will be shared vehicles and in 2050 – 30% (mostly in big
cities) [23]. New services (MaaS – Mobility as a Service) will appear, as well as
new mobility-driven business models. Automotive competitors will not only compete, but also cooperate in some areas like research and development or transportation and sales of products.
One of the areas of automotive development is the introduction of autonomous
vehicles, which is forecasted to 2017, although most manufacturers declare the
introduction of such cars to mass-market a few years later ("intelligent drive" concept) [22]. This includes semi-autonomous cars, because the fully-autonomous cars
will be made available on the market in about 20 years. Their launching will trigger
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the biggest changes in the mobility of inhabitants of large cities, in which autonomous cars will dominate on roads in 35 years [4]. Systems based on autonomous
vehicles have already been introduced on a small scale, e.g. in Singapore, Rotterdam, London.
Consequences that will arise from the spread of autonomous vehicles for
urban mobility are:
• redistribution of routes, signs, lights, etc. - response to the same signals on the
road will become uniform, the level of predictability of traffic participants behavior and also in adapting to the conditions on the road will increase,
• decrease in demand for professional drivers in the labor market - especially
chauffeurs and taxi drivers, to a lesser extent on couriers and suppliers,
• reducing the visibility of social differences and improving the situation of
people who cannot afford to have a car - poorer people will be able to use
good and new cars without buying them.
The aforementioned MaaS exists mainly thanks to applications and Internet services offering car sharing and route optimization using different modes of
transport. KPMG predicts that in the countries of the Triad (USA, Japan, Western
Europe) 25% of the inhabitants of large cities in 2029 will use every day solutions
for the optimization of routes within the city by using car rentals and the use of
other means of transport [13]. Due to appearance of new services, new business
models will be created, absorbed by OEM, IT enterprises, new market players and
individual car owners. To the current business models will join the Mobility Service Provider and Basic Mobility Provider, offering a wide range of mobility services and accompanying services, e.g. insurance, mobile applications, catering
services, entertainment, etc. [23].
3.3. Mobility changes in cities
In the age of ubiquitous networking and the Internet of Things mobility will
be one of the main elements of human life, which can be seen also today, especially in large cities. First of all, a working model of urban residents will become more
mobile. The growing demand for mobility and the differences between specific
world regions in this respect (and between types of locality) were observed and
predicted already by Schafer and Victor in 2000 [19]. In future cities differentiation
of means of transport will be increasing (walking, cycling, air and others).
In this paper only one of the urban mobility modes was analyzed -terrestrial
mobility and its relationship with the second dimension - virtual mobility, according to Kellerman's approach to mobility (see Table 1).
Dimensions that will affect the people’s choices will be the time and place.
Mobile applications will enable ordering a car to a specific time from a particular
user registered in the network - it can be an individual, a company or public
transport service provider. People will be able to rent their car while not using it.
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The car will become an additional source of income - also thanks to the trunk,
which will become mobile parcel locker. A similar system has already been introduced in Ulm (Germany) and Shanghai (China) (car2go by Daimler) [13].
An interesting solution in urban transport is Flexible&Shared Use Mobility
Centre concept proposed by Ambrosino et al. [4]. It presents intermodal transport
systems as offering complementary services (B2C services, B2B services, real-time
updates with use of mobile devices and applications, ITS services). The model is
based mainly on virtual enterprises, service network, user groups and IT
solutions [2].
Table 1. Chosen characteristics of terrestrial and virtual mobility
Feature
Ownership
Terminals
Channels
Vehicles
Availability
Impact on
environment
Choice
Problems

Terrestrial mobility
infrastructure – mostly governmental
vehicles – mostly private
railway and bus stations, parking
spaces
roads, rails
yes (different kinds)
private – always, public – according
to timetables
very high and intensive
between public and private, between
transport modes
low availability (e.g. changing modes
in public transport)
traffic congestion
high cost of private transport

Virtual mobility
infrastructure – mostly private
vehicles – mostly private
PCs, laptops, mobile devices
(smartphones, smartwatches, tablets)
cables, wireless technologies: Bluetooth,
Wi-fi etc.
no
always
hardly noticeable
between voice and written forms, between possible devices
possible shortages or poor quality of
internet connections
make safety lower e.g. when using mobile devices while driving

Source: [12]

The main categories defining mobility in future cities will be: “shared”,
“autonomous” and “electric” [18]. So future mobility should be characterized as
mobility based on shared electric autonomous vehicles owned by different market
actors (public or private). Mobility will be also connected with new generation of
clients called “millennials” or “Y generation” presenting different approach to consumerism, using IT solutions, social media and ownership models as previous generations. Some of mentioned market actors will create so-called free-floating electric carsharing-fleets (an example is car2go)[8]. These solutions will be especially
popular (based on private ownership) among elderly people (above 50 years old)
[20]. It is expected that the percentage of urban population, who will use mobility
solutions will reach in 2030 16-25% in the case of the Triad and Russia, and 6-15%
in the case of China, India and Brazil [13].
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4. Internet of Cars (Internet of Vehicles) and Connected Car
Now world is always connected. The use of smartphones by society gave rise
to new needs for the purchase of mobile applications enabling the use of infotainment in vehicles, originally from practical reasons (checking the operability of
routes, traffic jams, accidents, calculating routes, travel time, etc.). With time, they
transformed to the needs of the entertainment, as passengers spend a lot of time in
cars while commuting or at work (in case of professional drivers or sales representatives). At the same time, almost all car manufacturers began to install the equipment and applications linked with those on smartphones and tablets (dominating
supplier in the early stage of development was Apple). However, over time, too
many device-to-vehicle platforms were created and it was necessary to reduce the
complexity in this area. Integration platforms for mobile applications were introduced linked to vehicles (eg. MySPIN offered by Bosch, capable of handling applications for Android and Apple's and integrated with Google Play and Apple App
Store). Finally ready-made applications for automobiles began to be introduced,
such as Apple's iOS in the Car.
Now these solutions are being developed. The share of electronic components
in a car in 2030 should increase to 50%. Car is seen now as ultimate, final mobile
device because of its telematics (telecommunications and informatics). BI Intelligence Report shows that connected car market is growing annually by 45% (20102015), 10 times more than the whole automotive sector. By 2020 75% of new sold
cars will be connected [23]. The barriers of selling such cars now are: high price in
comparison to not connected cars, still infant technology (although high level of
development pace), low level of customer awareness.
Smart vehicles of the future will be able to communicate not only with navigation and broadcast satellites but also with passenger mobile devices, infrastructure elements and other smart vehicles, making them a crucial component of IoT
and smart cities.
A connected car is a vehicle in which the user (driver and/or passengers) can
access, download, consume, send and share information through vehicular communications systems, such as vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V), vehicle-to-infrastructure
(V2I), vehicle-to-broadband cloud (V2B, with monitoring data center), vehicle-tohuman (V2H; with road users, pedestrians, bicycles), vehicle-to-sensor (V2S, with
the sensors embedded in the environment).
New-generation vehicles are smart vehicles that represent technological convergence (the convergence of communications, infrastructure, computers and autonomy, resulting in new capabilities: sensing, navigation, sociability, contextawareness and communication). Based on that concept, smart vehicles are characterized by 5 features: self-driving, safety driving, social driving, electric vehicles
and mobile applications.
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There are two approaches to connected car hardware: [23]
• built-in – when hardware connectivity is installed in a vehicle (more expensive; user have to pay monthly fee for car producer, mostly it is 10-40 USD),
• brought-in – when car user plugs his/her device in a USB port in the car (less
expensive – car user can use his/her library and applications installed on mobile device).
A car can be also connected to smart home and steer its activities while user is in
the car. Still this area is in its infancy stage, but there are first solutions for connecting homes and vehicles, both with “built-in” and ”brought-in” devices [10].
Although the infancy of car connectivity solutions, there are many existing
mobility platforms providing possibilities for example for infrastructure search,
infrastructure roaming, users communication, transportation service providers
comparison etc. Most of the systems installed in cars allows control applications
using voice technologies, also listening to mails, Facebook posts and dictating
messages (for example Sync AppLink system).
Information systems installed in cars (In-vehicle Information Systems, IVIS)
are divided into three categories (see Table 2):
• navigation systems,
• traffic and travel information systems,
• vehicle-to-vehicle and vehicle-to-infrastructure communication systems.
There are also other kinds of systems - Advanced Driver Assistance Systems,
which help the driver to travel safely (see Table 3 and Table 4).
Table 2. Characteristics of IVIS systems
Kind of IVIS
system
navigation systems

traffic and travel
information
systems

vehicle-to-vehicle
and vehicle-toinfrastructure
communication
systems

Possible
barriers

Functions

Benefits

showing location
showing of possible routes, their length (visual
and voice)
optionally showing traffic on the route (real-time
traffic conditions)
possible voice control
possible remote controlplanning during the trip
(mostly) or before
assist travellers in planning transport (private,
public or mixed)
pre-trip planning or on-route planning
information about actual and future route characteristics (local, national, international)
information about prices, fares, incidents, forecast, traffic, routes
additional information: weather, hotels, restaurants, tourist points, other points
V2V:
information about travel conditions, eg. fogs, icy
roads, collisions,
V2I:
weather conditions, traffic jams, risky road parts

low costs
dynamic routing
turn-by-turn navigation
automatic updates

overloading of
functions
overloading of
steps to reach a
goal to plan a
routing

quick information
about wanted object
various object are
stored in the database –
complex information
about a location/ city

driver distraction
ocerloading of
information about
points in a city

relevant
information
about routes is available for the driver
safety on the road is
higher

infancy of these
solutions
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In the last few years a concept of the Social Internet of Things (SIoT) appeared [3]. It is defined as a network of intelligent objects that have social interactions modeled on human networks. The Social Internet of Vehicles (SIoV) is an
example of a SIoT where the objects are smart vehicles (mostly cars). The social
connections can be made between vehicles, drivers and other users and between
these two groups [1].
Table 3. Characteristics of ADAS – lateral and longitudinal control
Area
Lateral
Control

Solution/function
Lane keeping
warning

and

Blind spot monitoring

Longitudinal
control

Description

Used tools, techniques

correcting the track in case of deviation
warning messages for the driver
information about overtaking vehicle
or other objects like pedestrians

connection to other systems like
V2I

Lane change and
merge
collision
avoidance
Intelligent
Speed
Adaptation (ISA)

control while changing lanes to avoid
collisions

Adaptive
Cruise
Control (ACC)

controlling safety distance on the road
no reaction for stationary objects

ACC+ Curve Management
Curve warning

ACC enhanced by reducing the speed
during approaching a curve
warning if the driver is approaching
the curve too fast
warning messages and/or automatic
braking intervention
V2V communication about parameters

Collision warning and
avoiding systems

control car speed
external
speed
recommendation
(based on V2I) or automated control
system based on traffic information

Intersection collision
avoidance

information about potential intersection collision

Stop&Go

keeping distance at speeds <70 km/h
good for urban habitants (used in notfree flowing traffic)
emergency braking
traffic lights controlling
can be semi-autonomous or fully
warning about collision of detected
object (e.g. pedestrians) and predicted
vehicle path

Obstacle detection
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based on sensors installed in many
car sides
integrated with electronic rear view
mirror
sensors in rear mirrors, one radar
sensor – acoustic or visual information in case of danger
static sensors measuring speed
(located on infrastructure elements
like traffic lights)
control based on GPS
control based on regional center
transmitting data to vehicles in
sightings
automatic braking systems
visual output with distance parameters
electronic devices connected to
electronic maps (ADAS maps)
based on maps, weather conditions
etc. – visual and acustic warning
sensors measuring the distance and
speed of analyzed objects – lasers
and microwave radars
front-end sensors
rear-end transponders
cameras in the front of the car able
to see other cars being 20-40 m
away
short range V2V communication
system
sensors in the front of vehicle
V2I applications

onboard sensors
infrastructure-based sensors
identification tags held by objects

Table 4. Characteristics of ADAS – other solutions
Area

Solution/function

Reversing aids/Parking aids

Vision enhancement

Driver
monitoring

Driver
standard
monitoring

Driver
vigilance
monitoring
Pre-crash
systems

standard

smart restraints

Description
used at low speeds
short-range obstacle detection
and tracking
driving support systems in
difficult
conditions
(while
reduced visibility of the road)
monitoring of driver’s physiological status, eg. eye movements,
heart rate
warnings about impairments
connected with eg. stress, alcohol
abuse, inattention
detection, diagnostics and decision making or warning
fusing data from several sources
detecting unavoidable accident
and activation of onboard vehicle
restraint system
imposing and distributing the
energy during a crash
pre-crash detection
maximum protection of passengers

Used tools, techniques
cameras
visual system
acoustic system
ultraviolet light headlamps
near infra-red illuminator
far infrared sensor (making thermal maps)
visual pictures presented to the driver
different tools, including sensors

different tools, including sensors

sensors, air bags, seat belts, other additional
systems
accelerometers, proximity radar sensors, inner
space monitoring tools: weight sensors, video
detectors, prioritizing techniques, video sensors

Nitti et al. [17] describe a vehicular social network as social interactions
among cars, which communicate autonomously to look for services and exchange
information about traffic. Given that vehicles every year are more autonomous and
these applications supporting social interactions among drivers and passengers are
being developed, SIoV is possible network for the future. It will generate some
new capabilities, opportunities, challenges, threats, barriers. It is obvious that SIoV
will create new mobility possibilities, changes in mobility behaviors, patterns etc.
mostly in cities, which will absorb new solutions very quickly. Nevertheless,
despite the fact that this concept is very young, some products for SIoV are available on the market, for example RoadSpeak, NaviTweet, Caravan Track.
5. Conclusions
Technological convergence is ubiquitous and its course cannot be reversed, as
well as technological innovation, in which automotive industry has always been a
leader. Undoubtedly, these changes will create new opportunities for car users, and
the needs in this field are largest in the cities, where congestion, lack of parking
spaces and crowd can be observed. Therefore, cities need new solutions for mobility, in order to deal with the problem of growing number of residents, suburbs and
rearrangement from the hierarchical to the network model.
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Concepts of Internet of Cars and car connectivity contribute significantly to
solve these problems, supported by the new model of shared, autonomous and environment-friendly electric vehicle. Communication between cars and their users
will solve partially the problems of congestion, however, the responsibility of the
authorities will remain a competitive public transport system in which implementation of both these concepts would be definitely beneficial. In addition, achievements of the automotive industry should be used in public transport system to implement also shared cars, as possible new means of transport, which could be used
in accordance with the new car sharing, hitchhiking and ridesharing models.
The material collected in the article is the starting point for empirical research
on development of new patterns of urban mobility, new business models, as well as
development of methods and tools used in urban public transport.
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In the presented paper authors attempt to analyze the differences in the use of
computers and the Internet in particular voivodships, places of residence and in different socio-economic groups in Poland in the years 2011, 2013 and 2015. To this
purpose authors used data on the diagnosis of conditions and the quality of life of
Polish people [8]. Gini's indicators and the Lorenz curve were used to visualize the
differences in the use of computers and the Internet. The results showed that the
greatest variation in the use of Internet and Computers was between students/learners, private entrepreneurs and the pensioners, annuitants and farmers.
In the place of residence and the voivodeship, there were no significant differences
in the use of these two above technologies.
Keywords: Internet use in Poland, Gini coefficient, Lorenz curve, differentiation
methods

1. Introduction
"It is not worthy of an educated man to waste his time working as a slave to
the calculations that anybody could have done if the machines were used for that
purpose" said one of the informatics patrons - Gottfried Wilhelm Leibniz. This
German scientist at the turn of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries noticed the
possibility of creating a machine that frees man from the need to make complex
calculations. But only the twentieth century became an era of unbelievably fast

growth in the production of computing machines, microprocessors, computers and
the spread of the Internet [9].
Effective use of information and communication technologies by improving access to the Internet with the use of high-speed broadband is considered to be key to
increasing productivity and stimulating innovation in Europe [6]. The era of technological progress and global informatization has resulted in a tremendous increase in
business improvements, a change in the way we learn and the importance of international trade. Mechatronics, nanotechnologies, personal computers and the Internet are
increasingly beginning to influence the shape of modern society, the so-called Information Society (ITC). This, among other things, contributes to improving work
efficiency.
In 2014, 77.1 % of households were equipped with at least one computer.
The percentage was increasing on a systematic basis in the recent years and was significantly higher in households with children. The number of regular computer users
was also increasing over the period 2010-2014 [7].
2. Goal and research data source
The main goal of the study was to analyze the differences in the use of computers and the Internet in Polish households. Authors set three research hypothesis:
1st Main users of computers and Internet are young people and employers.
2nd In Mazowieckie, Dolonośląskie and Małopolskie voivodeships the concentration
of computer and Internet use is much bigger than other voivodeships.
3rd Place of residence don’t play significant role in variation in the use of Internet
and Computers.
Table 1. Countability of research households and people in years 2011, 2013, 2015
Year
2011
Number of households (including:)

2013

2015

19 346

18 773

16 778

Using a computer

7 982

7 660

7 327

Using the Internet

7 607

7 505

7 235

25 767

25 248

21 808

Computer users

15 410

14 606

12 986

Internet users

14 582

14 281

12 816

Number of people (including:)

Source: own preparation on the basis of Social diagnosis data
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The comparative period taken to the study was three years 2011, 2013 and
2015. The data used in the study came from a statistical survey Social Diagnosis conditions and quality of life of Polish people [8]. This scope of years was arbitrarily
taken, because authors didn’t had access to bigger sample of data.
The study was conducted for three variables separately for each year. The main
factors that have been taken into account when analyzing the diversity of computer
use and the Internet were: voivodeship (WOJ), class of residence (KLM) and socioeconomic group (GSE).
Table 1 shows the number of households and individual persons in particular
years. It is worthwhile to note that in Polish households still less than half of the surveyed households was using a computer, but year by year, a slow upward trend is
visible. It is encouraging that in 2015, 99% of households and individuals who used
a computer also used the Internet.
Table 2.Countability of research people in GSE in years 2011, 2013, 2015
Year
Socio-economic group (GSE)

2011

Employed

2013

2015

8 949

8 598

7 771

994

978

846

Farmers

1 621

1 639

1 455

Annuitants

2 010

1 827

1 583

Pensioners

6 441

6 486

5 862

Students/learners

2 145

1 959

1 505

Unemployed and other professionally inactive

3 607

3 761

2 786

Private entrepreneur

Source: own preparation on the basis of Social diagnosis data
Table 3. Countability of research people in KLM in years 2011, 2013, 2015
Year
Class of residence (KLM)

2011

2013

2015

>=500 thousands

1 975

1 823

1 478

200-500 thousands

2 205

2 053

1 678

100-200 thousands

1 660

1 604

1 372

20-100 thousands

4 769

4 625

3 875

<20 thousands

3 332

3 093

2 624

11 826

12 050

10 781

Village

Source: own preparation on the basis of Social diagnosis data
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By analyzing the studied data, it can be observed that in the GSE the largest
group are people employed, then retired people and the unemployed. In contrast, in
KLM the most numerous group is by far for people from the village. Regarding the
voivodeships, people from Mazowieckie and Śląskie dominate here (cf. Table
2, 3, 4).
Because of the uneven size of the surveyed individuals for particular variables,
the Gini index and the Lorenz curves were calculated on the basis of percentage, ie:
Number of people using the Computer/Internet for the variable
Number of employees using computers
= eg.
Number of people for the variable
Number of employees

To this approach, the data has been more normalized and the comparison was more
meaningful.
Table 4. Countability of research people in WOJ in years 2011, 2013, 2015
Year
Voivodeship (WOJ)

2011

2013

2015

Dolnośląskie

1 712

1 677

1 439

Kujawsko-pomorskie

1 427

1 396

1 126

Lubelskie

1 704

1 698

1 567

Lubuskie

794

796

657

Łódzkie

1 830

1 750

1 595

Małopolskie

1 880

1 782

1 560

Mazowieckie

3 053

3 086

2 738

799

774

687

1 614

1 544

1 378

976

1 003

906

Pomorskie

1 448

1 417

1 232

Śląskie

2 705

2 672

2 201

Świętokrzyskie

1 288

1 337

1 130

Warmińsko - Mazurskie

1 199

1 238

1 185

Wielkopolskie

2 176

2 086

1 629

Zachodniopomorskie

1 162

992

778

Opolskie
Podkarpackie
Podlaskie

Source: own preparation on the basis of Social diagnosis data
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3. Methodology
Gini coefficients and the Lorenz concentration curve were used to test the variation in voivodships, places of residence classes and in different socio-economic
groups. Concentration (unevenness) conveys an uneven distribution of the sum of the
of the characteristic values between individual units of the population. The concentration curve is a special type of graph for a series of cumulative frequencies of two
or more distributions. In the case of the spatial concentration research of phenomena
on one of the two-dimensional axis of coordinate system, is designated the cumulative field to which the phenomenon relates. The total measured surface S is divided
into k disjoint parts of any shape (S = s1 + s2 + ... + si). The number of objects in the
i-th part is determined by mi, hence:
k

M = ∑ mi ,

(1)

i =1

where: M is the total number of objects (the number of people using the computer
and Internet in for eg. the place of residence class). In order to create a series of cumulative masses and previously mentioned fields, the number of objects per field and
per mass is ordered in a non-decreasing manner. This gives the basis for extracting
the individual expressions of the series:
i

i

j =1

j =1

z ( xi ) = ∑ mi and xi = ∑ s j , (i = 1,2,..., k ) ,

(2)

The last expressions are equal to:

xk = s1 + s2 + .. .+ sk = S,
z(xk) = m1 + m2 + ... + mk = M,

(3)

Such a combination allows finding for both sets of distribution series, the empirical
distributions for empirical distribution (ie: the frequency distributions with which the
number of observed persons using computers and the Internet falls, for example, for
the chosen class of residence):
x
Z ( xi ) and
(4)
G ( xi ) = i ,
F ( xi ) =
S
M
where F(x0) = 0, F(xk) = 1 and analogically G(x0) = 0, G(xk) = 1. By comparing pairs
of numbers (F(xi), G(xi)), (i = 1, 2, ... , k), they are taken as points on the plane of the
rectangular coordinate system. After the points are merged, the concentration curve
is obtained and, after smoothing - the Lorenz concentration curve is drawn
[1, 2, 10].
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Figure 1. Example of Lorenz curve

In graphical terms, the Lorenz curve is a set of connected points forming a convex curve. It is located in a square with dimensions 1x1 - unit square - (Figure 1).
The diagonal of this square is called the equilibrium line (egalitarian line), and it
represents an ideal uniformity in the distribution of a given phenomenon. In a perfectly proportional increase of the tested characteristics, the quotient of F(xi) / G(xi) is
always equal to 1. In this case, the concentration curve coincides with the uniform
distribution line. This means that the researched phenomenon, in our case, the use of
computers and the Internet is evenly distributed in relation to the characteristics in
question. The concentration curve moves away from the even distribution line, the
more unequal is the distribution of the value of the variable between units of the statistical community and there is a greater concentration [3].
The mathematical interpretation of the concentration of a given phenomenon is
the index (index) of Gini G concentration (Figure 1). This parameter is the difference
between a unit square and a doubled field between a concentration curve and a uniform distribution line. The area between the concentration curve and the equilibrium
distribution line can be written as 0.5 − Z (where: Z is the area under the concentration curve), so the formula for the Gini concentration index is given by the following
relation:
(5)
G = 1 − 2Z
In order to determine the numerical value of the Z field, the mathematical trapezoid method (so called numerical integration) is used [4]. Gini's concentration index
takes values [0; 1], the closer to 1, the concentration is stronger, and the closer to
0, the weaker it is. If G is 0, then we have no concentration when 1, then we have so.
Total concentration. In practice, it is rare for G to be 0 or 1, because even with extreme asymmetry there is a slight concentration [5, 11, 12].
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3. Research results
In the case of two variables, WOJ and KLM, Gini coefficients were very similar
for computer users as well as Internet users. The greatest diversity occurred in socioeconomic groups. The two dominant user groups were students/learners and private
entrepreneurs. These two groups concentrated over 40% of the population that was
using computers and the Internet. In all tested years, the computer and the Internet
was least often used by pensioners, annuitants and farmers, and these three groups
had a slightly more than 20% share in the use of these two options. It is worth to
point out that the concentration of computer use and the Internet in the considered
period did not change significantly in socio-economic groups.
For the voivodships, Gini's coefficient were at the similar levels for all years
taken into consideration. Gini's indices strongly confirmed the absence of any concentration in any of the voivodship. Most people admitted to use the computer and
the Internet in the Pomorskie, Lubuskie, Wielkopolskie, Mazowieckie and Śląskie
voivodships. They focused about 35% of the population. Households placed in farm
area in the Świętokrzyskie and Podkarpackie voivodships were the worst among all,
and together they represent just over 10% of the population. However, it is worth to
add, that the distribution of the number of people using computers and the Internet in
all voivodships was very similar.
Table 5. Gini index for individual years and variables
Specification

WOJ

KLM

GSE

Year

Gini index for the number of people using
computers

Gini index for the number of people using
Internet

2011

0.038

0.046

2013

0.036

0.036

2015

0.042

0.042

2011

0.065

0.074

2013

0.073

0.075

2015

0.069

0.071

2011

0.244

0.258

2013

0.264

0.271

2015

0.246

0.250

Source: own preparation on the basis of GUS data
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Figure 2. Lorenz cures of computer and Internet use in WOJ

Figure 3. Lorenz cures of computer and Internet use in KLM

Figure 4. Lorenz cures of computer and Internet use in GSE
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Very similar results to the results concerning voivodships was obtained for the
variable: class of residence. Also in this case there was no significant difference
between the individual classes of the place of residence, which could be proven by
Gini's coefficients values close to zero.
The obtained results are also confirmed by the Lorenz curves, which in the
case of voivodships and classes of residence almost collide with a uniform distribution line. Only in the case of socio-economic groups there was a more visible concentration.
4. Conclusion
Effective use of information and communication technologies by improving
access to the Internet with the use of high-speed links is widely recognized as crucial for the development of today's living society. Also in Poland there is a noticeable improvement in access to computers and to the Internet by households. However, this is not yet a satisfactory level.
The study focused on visualization the differences between the use of personal computers and the Internet in the three years 2011, 2013 and 2015. The results
showed that the greatest variation in the use of these two technical options is by far
between students/learners, private entrepreneurs and the pensioners, annuitants and
farmers. Referring to the first hypothesis, the results confirmed that young people
and employers are mainly users of this new two technologies. Regarding the place
of residence and the voivodship, there were no significant differences in the use of
these two technologies. Those results have not confirmed hypotheses 2 and 3.
Dissemination of modern solutions enables the development of society to accelerate while at the same time reducing the inequalities in particular information
society environments. E-commerce, e-learning, e-administration, e-tourism are
some solutions chosen from many others that radically change the world economy.
Fast information flow streamlines business processes and productivity. This is why
it is imperative to continuously observe and monitor ITC development.
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